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ABSTRACT
The present study was concern ed with developing and implementing a
literat ure programme to promote the reading and writing abilities of the children in
a Grade 4 classroom. The study also investigated any change in the attitudes of the
children toward reading and writing as a result of the programme.
The 14 week study consisted of exposing the 29 children, on a daily basis, to
fine children's literature in the form of read-aloud sessions and independent reading
periods. Time was also provided daily for individual response to the literatu re
selections in the form of art, drama or creative writing, with an emphasis on
publishing.
Evaluation of the study was based on standardized reading tests administered
both before and after the study, evaluation according to specific criteria of the
students' creative writing produced throughout the study, attitude questionnaires
administered both before and after the study, and observations of the investigator
who was also the teacher.
The results of the Gates MacGinitie Reading Tests revealed mean gains of
0.7 in vocabulary and 0.9 in comprehensio n both of which were greater than
expected. Evaluation of the children's written expression indicated growth, especially
in the areas of language and story structure. The altitude quest ionnaires
administered revealed increases in positive attitude toward both reading and writing.
The examinat ion of 2 case studies provided furthe r insights into the effectiveness of
the lite rature programme.
Based on these results. it was concluded that a lite rature programme snch as
the one described in the present study would not only improve children's read ing and
wri:ing abilities but would also increase their desire 10 read and write.
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CHAPTERI
TIlE NATURE OF TIlE STUDY
Introduction
We made literacy something separate and apart fro m
language and its usc . We made it a set of abstract
skins to be mastered sequentiallyas a prerequisite
to use. We skilled and overskilled readers and then
sought to help thes e who couldn't find their way to
meaning with a dose of remedial skill instruction.
(Goodman, 1977, p.311)
Years beforethisstatement was madeand in the yearssince then, researchers
and educato rs have been preoc cupied with resea rch-ing literacy and how children
becom e literate. In the past dec ade. t!>~ earlier idea of reading as the result of the
acquisition of certain skills in a hierarchy is being challenged. Researchers are now
investigatingthe social nature of learning to read, the importance of the search for
meaning, risktaking and the relationship between readingand writing. Research by
such people as Irwin (1960), Cazden (1966), Chomsky(1972), Ninio and Bruner (1978),
Applebee and Langer (J983), and Lamme (in Cullinan, 1987) has revealed that
reading and writingcan develop as naturallyas oral languagedoes. Their natural
development is, however, dependent on certain conditions which include a
stimulating environment and the active role of the learner in that environment. In
the mo st positive environment the learners become both readers a nd writers and see
themselves as such.
Howle arners see the••iselves de pends largely on the goals of literacy set for
them . A goal may be th e mastery of re ading an d writing skillsfor their own sake o r
the goal may be to help stud ents gain access to and communicate about their
environment. Reading and writin g skills maybe ends in themselves or th e means to
accomplishoth er goals. Few e ducato rs would argue that the goal of literacy is an
end in itself. ye t many of the workbook and skill sheet type of activities that have
been utilized in the past and a re still being used today seem to testify to that fact.
A typical language arts programm e involvesthe learning of reading and writing skills.
Often, however, stude nts receiv e little practice in the very activities for which they
are be ing prep ared. Wal msley and walp (190) call this the "skills first, application
later" approach and they present a ca se against this method in favour of a "skills
throu gh application" me thod. In this approach. skillsar e taught not in isolation but
in co njunction with the reading of books and the composing of original stories.
Huck. He pler and Hickm an (1987) contend that children should be immersed
in books from their earli est ch ildhoo d days. Such immersion will, they believe,
provid e both personal values su ch as e njoyment. development of insight into human
behaviour and vicarious experiences. as wellas educational values such as language
development an d writing development (pp.6·16). This belief and practice are shared
by W almsley and Walp (1990) who hav e developed a pr ogramme where by literatur e
and composing are inte grated into th e languag e arts curriculum . Za rrillo (1989).
having o bserved thr ee different literatur e-b ased programmes in use, suggested thai
te achers consider such programmes for implementa tion in their own classrooms.
C hildren have a right to Ilrerat ure-base d programmes such as th ose ide ntified
above. Basa l read ers,skillbooks,an d creative writing periods cannot inspire ch ildren
to read a nd write; good children's literature can. Te achers need to be aware of the
interrela tionships that exist betwee n litera ture and the deve lopmen t of lite racy in
children. Strategies must be adop ted which begin to exploit this rela tionship to the
fullest in order to realize the pote ntial of each child in the class. T his study will
examine the effectiveness of using children's literatu re to fo ster language
develop ment in a Grade 4 classroom.
Statement of the Problem
Th e language arts p rogramme, with its various compon entsof re ading, writing,
listening and speaking, has long be en considered a very importan t, if not the most
important part of an elementa rysc hool's curric ulum. Teachers are very much aware
of the fact that if children are un a ble to read, they are likely to ha ve difficu lty in
mo st subjects. Co nsequen tly, a la rge pe r-enrage of the child's classroom date is
usuallyal lotted to reading and writ ing deve lopment. Much money is spent each year,
both by the stude nts and by the schools, in buying skillbooks, worksheets an d games
fo r drill which are intended to ensu re that the students read and writ e. Various basal
re ader pro grammes are examined, piloted and adop ted for use in schools. While so
much time , effort and mon ey are spent in leaching the ski lls that a re expected to
p roduce good reade rs and writers, frequently much less time is spent in the school
ti metable in actually read ing and writing. The emphasis of ten appears til be on
teach ing children howto read and wr itewithout allowingthem time an d oppor tunity
to develop these abilities through practice. All teachers may not rea lize the
t remendous value that children's literature has for a child's reading and writing
a chievement . There is now an im pressive and growing bo dy of research which
supports the belief that exposure to fine lite rature through read-alou d progra mmes,
independe nt readin g and related activities results in higher read ing and writing
achievem ent. Although much of th is research has been done withp rimary children,
the re is good reason to believe tha t many elementary schoo l children are not being
provided with enough literary exposu re to ensure that readin g is a n enjoyable and
rewarding experience. While voluntaryrea dingis generallyaccepted as an importa nt
goal, it is not usuallygiven high prio rityin classroom schedul es. It is typically ranked
lower in importance than word attac k skills, comprehension, decoding, and grammar
wo rksheets.
Thi s study is designed to determine whether dailyexposure to fine children's
lit erature, through being read to, th rough independe nt readi ng, and through related
activities will have any effect on the read ing achievement and writing
accomplishments of the children in a Grade 4 class.
Need for the Study
Recent research emphasizes the symbiotic relationship of the two sides of
litera cy, reading and writing (Watson, 1986). Research also clearly shows the positive
effect that exposure to children's lite rature has on children's literacy. Yet, an
examination of the Gra de 4 basa l readers and accompanying guidebooks published
by Nelson Canada Limited and prescribed for use in Newfoundland classrooms
revea ls that there is very little emphasis placed on the vast store of children 's
literature available. While some literatu re selections are suggested at the beginning
of each unit, they are recommended as supplementary materials; this may mean that
in som e class rooms the basal text becomes the prescribed reading programme.
There are two novels,~ by Mary Alice and John Downie and.Miguu
~ by Estelle Salata which accompany the programme. These were written
specifically for the programme and do not necessarily represent the best of children's
literature. Certainly they have not been included in the lists of fine books
recommen ded in reputable review journals and other specialized selection aids.
Another need for this study is to focus the attention of teache rs on the
positi ve effect thatchildren's literature can have on children' s language development,
especially writt en language. A guide entitled Language Growth ' A Teaching Guide
for W riting Instruction in the Elementary Schoo! prepar ed by the Newfoundland
Depar tment of Education in 1982 and not updated since then, focuses on problems
in written composition:
Much criticism of our ed ucational system centres on the
teaching of written compos ition, which is often lab elled
as being the poo rest taugh t of the language arts. Whethe r
or not writing quality has declined, it is cer tain that
society's need for writing of good quality has increased. (p.l )
It is obvious that new instructional tech niques must be devised to me et
"soctetys need for writing of good quali ty".
The results of the Canadian T est of Basic Skills for Gr ade 4 students in
Newfound la nd show increas es followed by decreases in vocabul ary and
comprehension scores from 1975 to 1987 (AppendixA). Blagden (1987) reports tha t
the school no rms for the province as a whole have remained below the Canad ian
norm on both these subtests.
The most recent results of The Canadian Test of Basic Skills for Grade 8,
(June 1990), showed increases in vocabu lary and reading since i'186 (A p pendix B).
Newfoundland students still remain bel ow the national norm, however, it seems
appa rent that elementary students need newstr ategies for developing their language
skills.
The Purpo se of the Study
The purpose of this stud y was to develop and implement a programme usin g
child ren's lite rature to enrich the basa l reading programme of a Grade 4 classroom .
The s tudents were exposed to literature daily in a variety of ways and were provided
with opportuni ties to respond crea tively to the materi al experienced. Th e
p rogramme ,was intended to incre ase the students' interest in quality children's
literature and help them develop their language abilit ies in the areas of reading and
writing. Four major questions fundamental to the study were:
(1) Will daily exposure to good li terature enhance children 's
reading vocabulary and impro ve their reading comprehe nsion ?
(2) Will daily involveme nt with q uality children's literature
increase students ' enjoyment and their desire to read?
(3) Will daily expe rience with fine litera ture help studen ts
deve lop their writing abilities both in the area of
composing and in the area of the mechanics of writing?
(4) Will daily exposure to good c hildren's literatu re incre ase
both students' desire to write and the ir enjoyment of writing?
Limita tions of the Study
Thi s study was limited to on e grade in one school. There was no random
se lection and no contro l group. The study was carried out over a limited time period
of three mo nths.
Organizat ion o f the Thesis
Chapter I pr esents relevant background info rmation to intro duce the study as
well as to pr ovide stateme nts on the proble m, the need for the study, purposes of the
study and the limitations of the study . Chapter II focuses o n the re lated li te rature .
C hapter III describes the design of the study while Chapter IV provides an analysis
and discussion of the data. Chapte r Vsummarizes the study, draws conclus ions and
makes re comme ndations for furthe r study.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED UTERATURE
Introduction
Many educators agree that there is a need for children to see books as a
source of pleasure . There is also a consensus among author ities that exposure to
books may have many positive benefits for c hildren. In orde r 10 des ign a lite ratur e-
bas ed prog ramme for children, one must be aware of what attrac ts children to books.
howto attrac t children 10 books, howchildren will benefit from such attraction and
howto increase the qualityof those benefits. Therefore. the literature review for this
studyfocusesonchildren's learning anddevelopment in the following specified areas:
children's literature and language acquisition. children's literature and rea ding
achievement. childre n's literature and writing. reading aloud in the reading-writing
programme.
Children's Litera ture an d Language Acquisition
Re searchers generally agree that a ch aracteristic of the development of all
children is the substan tial growth of language during the preschool years. It is also
ge nerally accepted that one wayof acquiring an extensive vocabulary is to be exposed
to a rich environment of oral language. A number of studies support this view.
Irwin ( 1960) examined the effect that reading stories to young childre n
between the age of 13 to 30 months would have on their phonetic vocalizations. Th e
mothers of the 24 children in the experimental group spen t 15to 20 minute s in da ily
reading and in talking about the story and pictures . Mothers of the 10 children in
the control group were not requ ired to read to their children. The investigator
recorded the vocalizati ons of both groups of children during regularly schedule d
visits. While there were very few differences du ring the first four months. verysoo n
after that the differences became significant in favour of the experimenta l group.
A study by Cazden (1966) contrasted two methods of providing young pre-
schoolers with language mode ls. One treatment was to expand on or correct their
non-standard "sentences"while another treatment focused on reading and discussing
stories. It was the lauer treatment which resulted in the most gains on all measures
of language development.
Bailey (1969) was interested in the effect that a library resource programme
would haveon the language ab ilityof disadvantaged first graders. One experimental
group and two contro l groups were randomly selecte d, with one control group
consistingof no n-disadvantaged children. The experimental group participated in a
library resour ce programme for one hour each day for a three-month pe riod. Th e
contro l groups werf no t involved in the programme.
The results of the study indicated a significant difference between th e
experimental group and the disadvantaged controlgroup, but no significant difference
between the experimental group and the non-disadvan taged control group. Bai ley
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concluded tha t the language ability of cultura lly disadvantaged children could be
improved thr ough a literatur e-based programm e such as the one used by the
experime ntal group.
Olomsky (1972) wasinterest e d in the effect o f children's literature on the
language development of older childre n. Inve st igating the language acq uisition of
children betw een the ages of six and ten. she fo und a strong corre lation between the
langu age dev e lopme nt of the childre n and th ei r expos ure [Q children' s literatu re
through thei r own ind ependent reading and hearing sto ries read to them. Chomsky
concluded th at exposure to written langu age does contribute to linguistic
deve lopment .
Ninio and Brun er (1973) studied the ef fect of planned exposure 10 litera ture
on improving language facility. Working withvery young children from eight months
to 1 1/2 yea rs, the researchers found language patterns developing when pare nts
shared pictur e bookswith the children. Parents guided the children. supponi ng thei r
dialogue, and adjusting 1•-omments so they could participate . Researchers (Guthrie.
1983) refer to this pr ocess as "scaffolding- (p. 319) or supponing the child's language
growt h.
Cullinan, Jaggar and Strickland (1974) designed a programme 10 investigate
whether the kind of follow-up activity engaged in afler exposure to literatu re had any
effect on la nguage de velopment Th e study involved 249 black stude nts fro m
Kinde rgarten to Gr ade 3. Both the experimental and control groups were rea d a
selection dail y and then pa rticipated in an activity. The experimental group
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participated in an oral ac tivity such as puppetry, story-telling or drama, while the
control group viewed films, did an art activity or pe rformed musical activities. The
results of the study showed that members of the experimental groups had better
control over thei r standa rd English than did the members of the control group. The
differen ce, however , was significant only at the Ki ndergar ten level where a higher
percentage of ora l activiti es had occurred.
Someresearchers havelooked at picturebooks or the role of illustrationsin
books and how they affect language development. Snow and Goldfield (1983)
investigated the strategy of picture book reading for language acquisition.
Conversa tions between a child and his mother whi le rea ding a picture book were
recorde d. Later , successive discussions of the same pictures were analyzed . h was
found that specific language construc tions originally used [0 talk about the picture
recurred in the subsequent conversations.
Cochran -Smith ( 1984) reported a study of h ow adults and child ren over an 18
month pe riod collab ora ted on building meaning in books . She found that some story
books have featu res that invite intera ctive patte rns of resp onse more th~ do others .
She main tained th at the childre n recognized that specia l language stra tegies were
needed to interpret storybooks. Child ren le a rned how to make sense of
decontextualized print because they were daily in volved in story rea ding sessions ,
While examining picture book reading sessions. Coch ran -Smith (1984) focused he r
analysis on picture books as a bridge from contextualized to decontextualized
language. She co ncluded that the distinct ion between the two kinds of print was
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consistent with the kind of strategies used for interp reting the print. The use of
picture books to internalize a child's pool of knowledge was one such effective
strategy.
Kiefer (1988) considered picture books and thei r role in affecting language
deve lopment. Ove r a period of 6 years of observing children from Kindergarten to
Gra de 4 respondin g 10 picture books, she found that children were willing
participants in discussions of both cognitive and affective meaning regarding the
picture books. They would usesuchwords as "line", "color", and 'shape" indiscussing
the illustrations. The childrenevencommented on textureand technical choicessuch
as lay-out andoriginal media. As a consequenceof her study, Kiefer recommended
that teachers help children become involved in litera ry and aesthetic discourses.
Children 's Literature and Reading Achievement
A number of studies conducted over the past 25 years show a c..usal
relationship between exposure to children's literatur e and development in reading
achievement. Some researchers have invest igated the relationship of reading aloud
to pre-schoolers and their later success in reading. Other studies have focused on
independent read ing and subsequent accomplishment in reading. Still other
investigators have been interested in such factors as reading aloud to school age
children, or the number of books in the home and the relationship to later
achievement in readin g.
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Durkin (1961,1974-5), Plessus and Oakes (1964), Cla rk (1976) and Wells
(1986) all investigated the relationship between reading to pre-schoolers and their
early reading achievement. Durkin (1961)conducted a longitudinal studyof children
who could read upon entering school. From data analysis, she found that those who
read at home before starting schoolwere those whoreceivedhelp from their parents
in the form of discussing books.signs or television programmes.
Mindful of the results of her 1961su dy, in 1974·75 Durkin conducted another
longitudinal study. Sincethe early investigation had shown the importance of reading
and discussingbooks to later reading achievement, Durkin decided to include in each
language arts classa discussion and a story. She found that the reading achievement
of the experimental group in Grades 1and2 wassignificantly greater than that of the
controlgroup. The differences in Grade 3 and 4 were not significant.
Plessus and Oakes (1964)investigated the value of reading aloud to young
children. They identified 20 advanced readers at the first grade level and through
questionnaires answered by the parentsof the children, learned that the subjects had
been read to extensivelybefore entering school.
This research issubstantiated by other studies. Clark's (1976) study of young
fluent readers confirmedthe importanceof earlyexposure to booksto children who
learned to read before starting school. She found that the fluent readers had all
comefrom homeswhere bookswere valued. Butler's (1980)accountof the influence
that reading aloud had on a multiple-handicapped childwhose reading achievement
went well beyond her years is testimony to the powerfuleffect that bookscan have.
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A. mere recent study by Wells (1986)revealed even more convincingevidence
concerning th e long te rm effects of reading aloud to young ch ildren. For example.
one child, Rosie, who ranked lowest in the study, had not heard one SIOry read
before coming to school. Jonathan. who ranked highest, had heard oyer 5,000
sto ries. Th e predicta ble fact that eme rged was thai all thro ugh elementary school
Jona than remained at the top of his class and Rosie remained at the bottom. Six
years of school ing did not e rase the diffe rences entr enched during those forma tive
years.
Cohen's study (1968) suggests that if ch ildren have not been read to at home,
it is not too late to stan in school. Books were read aloud to 7 year aIds who had
not been exposed tc literature. This study was carried out in New York Ciryover
a period of one year. The experimental teachers were required to read aloud to
their students for twenryminutes daily. Followingthe storytime, the students were
asked to take part in some activity to make the book memorable. The children
mightdoan an activity, act out thestoryor part of the story. compare variousstories
or doanythingwhich would encourage them to return to thestory. At the end of the
year the experimental group was ahead of the control group in reading
comprehensionand vocabulary.
Piau (1966)investigated the effect ofplanned recreational readingonreading
achievement. He conducted a two year study with first grade children who were
provided with one hundred trade books. They were given time eachday to read the
15
books and respond creatively. At the end of the two years, the experimental group
had measurable gains in reading interest and vocabulary .
Sheldon and Carrill (1952) almost 40 years ago and Thorndike (1973), 20
yeats later, both investigated the relationship between the number of books in the
home and reading achie ..ernent. Both studies found that the better readers came
from homes where reading was respected, where the children had been read 10and
where there were many books.
Sawyer (1987) discussed "learning to read literature and learning to read
throug h litera ture" (p.35). He reviewed research conducted by such investigato rs as
warlow (1977), i-leek (1977) and Wells (1982) and concluded:
(1) All of the research quoted stresses the interac tive
continuity between a sense-of-narrative form and the
abilityto read narra tive.
(2) The research shows that the learning of reading
competencies depends fI" the kinds of texts to which
children are exposed.
(3) We cannot separate "learningto read' and "reading to
learn" as if one had to necessarily precede the other.
(p.37)
Zarrillo (1989) reported two in-depth studies on literature-based reading
programmes that he conducted, involving a to tal of 23 teachers. Th rough his
observationsof these teachers he identified three interpretations of literatu re-based
reading. One he termed "the core book", where all children in the class were
exposed to the one book, either through read aloud sessions or classroom sets of
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novels. Effective teachers used these books as stimuli (or creat ive writing and
independent reading. Zarrillo warred that thisapproachmight result in turning fine
literature selections into textbooks. Another app roach that he observed was the
"litera ture unit", which had a unifying element such as a theme. genre or author. He
found that this approach worked best when the teacher found a balance between
common activities and stude nt-se lected options. Also. the re must be flClloility in
forming student groups. Zarri llo expressed conce rn that teachers might define their
unifyingelements too narrowly and not haveenough books to fit their criteria. The
third approach to literature-based programmes was the"self-selection andself-pacing"
method. In these programmes children chosetheir readingmaterial and read at their
own pace, with regular conferences with the teacher. za rrilloconcluded that these
children 'made productive decisions.worked independently, and were accomplished
readers and writers"(p.26).
Anumber ofstudiesconducted in Newfoundlandschoolshave investigated the
effects ofliteratureon children's reading achievement Two of those studies selected
as subjectsbright, able readers, twochose remedial reading students and (WQ studies
involved whole classes.
Andrews (1975) planned and implemented an indivicl~a lized reading
programme with Grade 2 students to supplement the basal reader. She began with
sixable readers and gradually extended her study to include the whole class. The
teacher provided the students with a changingselectionof good booksfrom various
genres at different reading levels. The programmeconsisted of read aloud sessions,
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silent reading, record keeping, conferences, activities and sharing time. The
evaluationof the programme, based on the investigator'sobservations, the teacher's
comments, and the students' reactions,indicatedthat the programmewas a success.
Hiscock (1975) designed and implemented a programme to chal lenge the
bright children in the classroom. Workingwith 6 Grade 3 children whose 1.0. scores
ranged from 116 to 130, she conducted daily a 90 minute session whic h included
reading, drama, creative writing, science projects and mathema ti-s. While there was
no formalevaluation, assessmentbased on students', teachers' and parents' reaction
indicated that the programmewas" successful in challengingthe learning capacity
of the bright students" (p.53).
Strong (1978) conducted an internship study with primary children who were
experiencing difficulties in read ing. She investigated the use of children 's litera ture
to increase interest in and develop positive attitude s toward reading. The nine
children in the study were identified through formal assessments and classroom
observations. The project included the provision of a balanced selection of good
books, a peer tutoring programme and interpretive activitie s. Some boo ks were read
aloud , while others were of a reading and interest level that allowed them to be read
independ ently. The evaluation of the programme was based on the classroom
tea cher's observations, students ' part icipation and inform al records of the
involvement and reac tion of the children . No formal evaluation was provided, but all
involved felt the project was successful. Strong concluded that the use of children's
literature could help develop positive attitudes towards reading .
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Bcutcher's (1980) study was very similar in purpose and design to that of
Strong. A literature programme was implemented with primary children who were
experiencing reading difficulties. The programme included reading aloud,
indepe ndent reading and interpretive activities. The evaluation, based on formal
tests and observations of the teacher and intern, indicated gains in reading
comprehension and vocabulary as well as in an increased interest in reading.
Usinga regular classof Grade 2 children, Bissell(1981)conducted a statistical
study designed to imple ment a literature based programme with 33 students in rwo
Grade 1 classes, For the 8 weeks of the study, these students participated in a
progranune involving read- aloud and follow-up interpretive activities in the classroom
as well as read aloud sessions at home with parents. The control group, comprised
of 4 1 students in two other Grade 1 classes in a different school, were not involved
in a literature programme but used the same basal reader . Standard ized test s
indicated gains in reading comprehension and vocabulary by the exper ime ntal group .
Bisse ll concluded that "children are unlikel y to become readers by choice unless an
abundance of good books is available" (p. 152). She further con tended that" such
a programme should not be thought of as some thing which is introduced and carried
on with in a specific time span, but ra ther as a part of the basic curriculum and an
opportunity afforded.iill children lhro!lghol!t the entire year " (p.152).
Another study using a whole class was conducted by Nose worthy (1988), who
implemented a literature programme in her Grade 2 class, in part, to increase
children's interest in books and to help them develop thei r read ing ab ilities. Th e
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children were provided with dailyexperiences in read aloud sessions. story tellingand
independent reading followed by interpre tive activities. While the results of the
formal testing did not show expected mean gains in vocabulary and reading
comprehension,many individual children did achieve greater gains in reading as a
result of the programme. Noseworthy emphasized the fact that afte r the study, the
children continued 10 read independently and maintain interest in books. She, like
Bissell (1981), recommended tha t, "all children should participate in regularly
planned Ilrerature-based activities" (p. 137).
Children's Literature and Writing
Writing 3 5 a Natu ra! Process
Research studies on writing by Hildreth ( 1936), Read (1971), Clay (1975),
King an d Rentel ( 1979), Wheeler (in Kin~ and Rentel. 1979), Deford (1980), Bissex
(1980) and others Indicate that writing, like many other human behaviours is a
na tural process which begins at an early age. Some understanding of the writing
process seems to occur naturally without any formal or even informal ins truction.
Hildreth (1936), over 50 years ago, followed the sequential development of writing
in children from three to six years of age . She identified five stages, from aimless
scribbles to close approximation of letters. Since pare nts had not taught or even
encouraged the children to write, Hildret h concluded that writing improves withou t
any actual teaching. Similar findings were reported by Wheeler (in King and Rentel,
1979) who related that children who were provided with writing samples, word cards,
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and the alphabet as well as writing materials, but no formal instruction. improved
over the year. Sheconcludedthat their improvement wasthe result of self correction
and matur ation.
Investigations of the early writings of other than English spea king children
show that they, too, do not need formal teaching to know about their written
language. Deford (1980), examining the writing of a Chinese child, found that the
child's top to bottom scribbles illustrated the importance of the social context in the
natural development of writing. Ferreiro (1978), in several studies of Spanish
speaking and Swiss children, concluded that children naturally develop simple
hypotheses about writing such as the shape, spaces between and the linear
arrangement.
Re ad's (1971) investigation s of young children's invented spelling indicated
that childr en creat e spelling based on their own categorizations of speech sounds
reflecting an underlying phonological comp etence. This observation has been
suppor ted by such investigato rs as Chomsky (1972), Beers and Henderson (1977),
Blssex (1980), and Gr aves (1983). Chomsky showed that, contrary to popular
opinion, children could learn to write before they lea rned to read . She contended
that childr en must be permitt ed to take control of their own writing . "Allowed to
tru st thei r own ear s and their own judgments, many children show amazing facility
as they begin to spell" (p.296), Chomsky maintained. Beers and Henderson (1977)
explored the strat egies of children who developed their own spelling system in order
to write . Her own child became the subje ct of an extensive study by Bissex (1980)
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who traced the evolution of the child's reading and writing. She reported on his
inve nted spe lling system as being by no means unique but it worked for him and
enabled him to write and eventually move to conven tional spelling. G raves (1983)
and his associates conducted longitudinal studies on the writing proces s and found
invented spelli ng 1,0be a very necessary part of the process .
Britton (1982) conducte d extensive studies in England on the writ ing process.
He contended that much of what a writer does is learned implicitly. Deford (1980)
equated scribbling with babbling, suggesting that they are both ways of controlli ng
the la nguage and learning about the language natu ral ly and implicitly. Newma n
(l983) suppo rted this view by mainta ining tha t:
It is only by creating natural language environments in which
children are comfortable experimenting with written language
that we can help them become writers. (p.B67)
The Developmen t of Writing
Studies of writing by such researchers as Britton (1970), Clay (1975), Deford
(1980), Dyson (1983), Graves (1983) and others indicate that writing is a
developmental process. Scribbling is thought to be the origin of drawing and writing.
Deford (1980) contends that when children "scribble", they know exactly what is
intended because they are in control. King (1980) agrees with this and states :
The outstanding fea ture of these early attempts with a
pencil is that they are more than random marks: they
represe nt children's intentions to create visual
constructs and messages. (p.164)
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Vygots ky (1978) examined the development of writing as symbolization by
relatingwritten language to the development of othersymbolic tools. He maintained
that children's first representationsof meaning arise at first-order symbolism; that is,
thei r represe ntat ions directly denote objects or act ions. Children must, then, discover
that speech can also be "drawn" so that writing becomes second-order symbolism.
vygotsky also emphasize d the necessity for children to represent their ideas in oral
language which is then encoded into written lan guage.
Dyson's (1983) study support s this posit ion of Vygotsky. She suggests that
writ ing is a symbolization pro cess, that growth appears to be governed by principles.
and that writing follows the orthogenetic principle. She further contends that writing
is composed of four components that are not linear segments but overlap to be
combined in various ways: Message Formulat ion, Message Encoding, Mechanical
Formation and Message Decoding. Children use strategies for encoding a message
and then form the lette rs.
Dyson 's study also complements a study conducted by Clay (1975) in which
Clay analyzed the writing of five-year-old beginning writers in New Zea land. Her
analysis of the children 's writing also showed that there are certain principles 10
follow in the writing process. She found that children learn quite early the~
concept; that signs cart)' a message, and the~ concept; that one can
communicate in a written form as well as orally. Children also learn that some words
can be leamed by~ and that~ permits experimentation and the
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~ of new messages. According to Clay, children also utilize in thei r writing
several ot her principles which may be summarized thus:
(1) The Inventory Principle. Children have learned to use
this princip le when they take stock of their own learning,
listingwhat they knowor even what theydo not know.
(2) The RecurringPrinciple. Children have learned this
princip le when they realize that the same mark may be
repeated in word patterns.
(3) The Directional Principle. Children are using this
princip le when they place their writing in a line
from right to left.
(4) The Contrastive Principle. When children contrast
twosimilar elements together such as MsaidM and
"SAID" they are usingthis principle.
(5) The Abbreviation Principle. When children use one
symbol for a word which they know, they are using this
principle. For example, the child may write UNICEF
indicating that the mearting is known. (p.20)
Clay (1977) stressed that in New Zealand schools emphasis was on the
composing and creative aspect of writing, not on the mechanics of writing such as
penmanship, neatness and spelling. The children learned to print by anyone or
combination of the following:
(1) They drew pictures and the teacher wrote their
dictated captions.
(2) They traced over the teachers' script.
(3) They copied under the teachers' captions.
(4) They copied words from around the room.
(5) They remembered some word forms and wrote them
independently.
(6) They invented word forms, often correctly.
(7) They asked the teacher for unknown words. (p.335)
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Clay (1977) con ten ded that childre n's writing must becom e entirel y co ntrolled
by the child. She emph as ized that gross ap proxima tions will later become refined as
the child reaches out toward the principles of language. Because early learning is
both approximate and specific, anyone new insight may interfere with or even
disorganize previously learned concepts. Newman (1983) reported findings which
suppon this view that as children test new hypotheses their control over prev iously
adopted conve ntions lapses. She sees this as an indica tion of growth, no t carelessness
in writ ing.
Graves (1983), working "With a team of researcher s at the University of New
Hampshire, carried out extensive resea rch in children's writing. After directly
observing an d working with children through the writing proces s, Graves affirm ed,
among many ot her convictions , that childr e n must be in control of their own writing
from the stan. He has devised three phases for writi ng which he described as
follows:
Precomposing. Th is phase immediately precedes writing.
Children prepar e for the act of compos ing through art
work, discussio n with ot he r child ren and the teac he r,
reading o r in refl ecting on events that have occurred
in their lives.
Comp osing. Thi s phase begins and ends with the actua l
writin g o f the message. In this phas e the observation
of how children use language to accompany writing,
re read, pro ofread, use resources, o r react to outsi de
interfer ence ar e useful d ata to the teacher who wou ld
help a ch ild be self-critical.
Postcom poslng. This phase refers to all behaviours
observed followin g the co mpletion of writing the
message. Exampl es of th ese be haviours a re
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prod uct disposition, solicitation of approval
from others. proofreading and contemplation
of the finished product. (p.46)
Grav es found that drawing was a necessary prewriting activity for younger
children, while talking was necessaryfor most children during the precomposingand
the composingstages. Conferring with the teacher is important in helping the child
take control of his writing, according to Graves.
The Rdatjooshjp Between Reading and Wri ting
Researchers and au thorities in the field of language learning have presented
considerable evidence to support the view that there is a relationship between the
receptive act of rea ding and the expressive act of writing.
Goodman (1983) and Smith (1983) both discussed the relationship between
reading and writing, concluding that writers read like writers. To learn to write,
children read in ;' very special way and they use in writing what they observe in
reading. Goodman (1983) noted the practice of children who write their names using
capital letters. He concluded that this practice reflects the influence of the signs
children see around them and that they write what they see in reading. Smith (1983)
questioned where writers acquire all the knowledge they need and concluded that
they learn to write by writing. Then he reflected upon how little writing one does
in school. Besides, while practice may help to refine writing skills, it does not
influence the initia l acquisition of those skills. Smith concluded that the writing skills
could only be acquired through reading in a very special way, without deliberate
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effort or even aware ness. This learning to write through reading is accomplished
vicariously, unconsciously and incidentally. Smith says, "they (children) must read
like a writer , in o rder to learn how to write like a writer" (p.562). He goes on to say
that the reading must be a natural activity, preferably initiated by the child who can
be read to or who can read himself.
Evanechko et a1 (1974) conducted a correlational study on the relationship
between child ren's performance in the recep tive la nguage act of read ing and the
expressive language act of writing. This study involved 118 Grade 6 children in
British Colu mbia and produced the following conclusions, among ot hers:
(1) All the measures of syntactic complexity were highly related.
(2) The high degree of significant corre lation among these measures
reinfo rced the concept of strong relationsh ip among language
skills.
(3) There is a strong interac tion between reading and writing.
(4) Both reading and writing use certain language skills in
common, a nd the presence of these skills shou ld result in
be tter performance in both reading and writing. (p.323)
A very extensive investigation of writing ability was conducte d by Loban
(1963). He found a high corre latio n between reading scores and measures of writing
ability in the upper eleme ntary grades and concluded that "those who read well also
write well; those who read poorly also write poorly" (p.75).
A numbe r of othe r studies have a lso found positive corre lations between
reading achieve men t and writing abili ty. Fishcn (1966), in a study of seventh graders,
found a sign' cant correla tion between reading scores and ratings of a samp le of
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creat ive writing, In a study of superio r and poor ninth grade writers. Maloney ( 1967)
found that superior writers scored significantlyhigher than did poor writers in tests
of reading comprehension and vocabulary. Woodfin (1968) examined the
relations hip betwee n language abili ty, socioeconomic status, intelligence, readi ng
level, and sex, an d the free writing of over 500 Grad e , 'ud e nts. The best consistent
predictors of writingquality were reading ability and language scores. D'Angelo
(1977) found a significant correlation between reading scores and writing
achievement. In a study of Grade 3 students Baden ( 1981) found significant
relationships between composition skills and several variables of reading ability,
Experimental studies have been conducted to examine the relationship between
readingand writing. In a year longstudyHeys (1962) found that additional reading
helpedstudents makegreater gains in writingthan did extra writing practice. Other
studies by Christiansen (1965),DeVries (1970) and Elley et at (1976) all showed
more improvements in the writing of children who spent time reading while the
control groups did extra writingor were taught grammar and writing skills.
Walmsleyand Walp (1990) recommended integratingliterature and composing
into the language arts curriculumso that one supplements the other. They reported
the planningand implementationofsucha longtermcurriculumdevelopment project
in third and fourth grade classrooms in schoolsin New York. While there was no
control group, they reponed the success of the programme based on reading
achievement test results and observations by teachers and investigators.
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The re can be little doubt, then. that reading and writing 3Te related . tha t there
is a positivecorrelationbetweenthe twoprocessesand that performancein one urea
can help performancein the other.
Children's litera ture asa Model for Writ ing
A number of studies have atte mpted to measure the effectiveness of using
children's literature as models for writing. For example, Pinkham (1968) involved
two groups of fifth grade stude nts who received equal time for listening to literature
and for writing stories. The experimental group also received lessens in t'ie
characteristics of good writing as exemplified in the books they had heard. In a
standardize d writing test significant differences were found in favour of the
experimental group.
If children ( -e immersed in good literature and encouraged to talk about it
and raise questions, they may becomebetter writers by using literature as modelson
which to build. With trns in mindStewig (1976) developed a programmein which
studentswere given a planned sequenceof composing experiences designed to help
them think about the writing process. lt was hypothesized that conscious attention
to the writing processwould result in betterwriting. Usingthe processapproach. the
studentsconsidered characterization,plot, pointsof viewand semng. Some literature
selections were used as models for specificwritingexperiences, while ethers were
read for pure enjoyment. Stewig felt, through informal evaluation, that this
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programme was more effective in producing good writers than was the more
tradi tional approach.
Using the listen-discuss-write-approach of Good man and Burke (1972),
Duncan (1977) worked with Seve nth Grade stude nts who ranged from gifted to low
average, with one disabled child. This procedure was used to integrate
comprehension of the literacy model with writing performa nce. As a result of the
instruction. growth appeared to be greater with the less creative students who were
still formulating their style. Good writers also appeared to pro fit from targeted
discussion of narrative elements. There was a greater awareness of character
description in their own writing and students collaborated more for purposes of
revision,spellingand grammar.
The belief that good liter ature can help young children develop effective
writing skills pr ompted Moss (1977) to develop and implement a programme for a
group of six and seven -years-olds . The programme consiste d of two major
components-exposure to stories with a common theme and the prod uction of
compositions as a natural extension of this expos ure. Stories about stuffed animals
were read to the children . Each story was discussed individually and all sto ries were
compared and contrasted. Such e lements of narrative as sett ing, view-point,
characters and ' problems" were used as the framework for the discussion and the se
elements later became the tools for the produc tion of the children's own writings.
For the second component of the programme. child-en were asked to bring
in their favourite stuffed animal and to write about it, ustog the framework they had
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discusse d ea rlier. The next step in this com ponent was to create char acters a nd write
stories about them after reviewing the same elements of narrative. Moss
hypothesized that:
Children who become immersed in the world of literature would
develop a ' theory of narrative " from which to make sense out of
the literaryworld. This theoryof literaturewould emerge as the
child actively engaged in the process of comprehend ing and
producing literature, and it would serve as a base for interp reting
each new literacy experience and for generating new prose and
poetry . (p. 541)
Moss felt that the programme w,~ , quite successful largely because of the
motivation and the preparation. As she pointedout. no matter how much"freedom
of expression" is provided,children need meaningfulideas and appropriate tools to
express themselves.
To explore the possibleeffect of basal readers on children's writing,Eckhoff
(1983) analyzedthe reading texts and writingsamplesof two second grade classes.
One classused a basal redder with the simplified stylefound in many basal reading
texts while the other basal reader more closely resembled the literary style and
complexity of good children's literature. Eckhoff found that the writing of the
children clearly resembled their reading texts. She concluded that the practice of
usingsimplifiedsentence structures to teach me reading processhas a negativeeffect
on children's writing.
Jagger, Carrara, and Weiss (1986),as membersof a teaching team, studied
how children's exposure to literature, their writing experiences and classroom
instruction interacted to influence their abilityto usewritten Iaeguage. They found
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that in a fourth grade class discussing with the children their readings and writings
helpe d them to produce bette r wrn.ng. As one of the students said, "If you never
read a book, you wouldn't know how to write a book" (p.297).
The studies by Pinkham (1968), Stewig (1976), and Eckhoff (1983) clear ly
show that children' s writing improves as they are exposed to good literary models.
Pinkham also concluded that discussing the literary e lements as well as listening to
the story was more effective than just listenin g.
Stewig (1976) .maintained th at "if children know and understand good
literature, there is the oppor tunity for them to transfer something of what they know
into what they write", Indeed. Jaggar (1986) confirmed that there is evidence that,
in writing, children borrow ideas from their reading an d incorporate them into their
own experiences to form the content of their stories. Eckhoff (1983) showed the
importance of choosing basal readers with elaborate sentence structu res while
Dunc an and McLeod (1977) found that less creative students benefited the most
from the literary experience .
Children's Literature as a Stjmulys for Writing
In addition to providing a model for children, children's literature can provide
a stim ulus for creative writing, wason-Ellam(1988) believes tha t it can be a natural
spri ngboard for stimulating language experiences. That this is not a new idea is
eviden t by the fact that more than twenty years earlier in a discussion on the value
of literatu re, Tied. and T ied t (1967) maintaine d that litera ture was an excellent
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start ing point for many creative writing activities and that "imaginative writing
inspires writing"(p334).
A year long programme developed by Dinan (1977), using the study of the
personal life of authors and their works as a stimulus for writing, was an effective
meansof inspiringthe students to write their own stories and refer to themselves as
"authors, too". While they were greatly influencedby one author's style initially, as
the children were exposed to other authors they began to develop their own
individual styles. Later when they added the dimension of "audience" to the
programme by readingeach other's stories, "both author and audience were active,
discerning "consumers"and "users" of language"(p.7S4). "Writing books" became a
very popular activity, prompting one child to exclaim, "By the time I'm ten, I'll
probab ly be famous!" (p.755).
Donham and Icken (1977) suggested '\t picture books can be a stimulus for
creative writing. They began looking right around themselves in the ir own book
collections and imagined the potential that some picture books had for inspiring
creative writing. They discussed several such books and offered various suggestions
for their use . They suggested that teachers explore the picture book collection in
the ir own schools.
The hurdles to creative writing of getting started and becoming discouraged
are discussed by Nilsen and Breenwell (19n). They believed that children's
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lite ratur e could provide a solution. They explained:
The reason for usingchildren's literature as a basis is two-fold.
First, the writing often helps children apprecia te and understand
the book. Second, the book triggersthoughtsand frees the child's
creativity . (p.787)
Wilcox (1977) admitte d that no one knows how to teach creativity, but stated
that "our fine children's books do provide an excellent means of releasing and
guiding creat ive tendencies~(p.554). She discussed such literary ge nre as poe try, and
folklore and the role they can play in inspiring young writers. She felt that the old
adage "the love oCpoetry is caught, not taught" demandspositive experience with
poetry in order to foster an eagerness to write poetry.
Tiedt (1988)was in agreement with Smith (1983) and Goodman (1983)who
discussed"reading like a writer" (Smith, 1983) or as Tiedt said, "reading with a
writer's eye" (p.66). She discussedseveralways in which good books can be used to
stimulate children's writing to full stories. "Observing real writers at work can
stimulate students to analyze,compare and compose" (p.68),she concluded.
Dinan (1977)found that making the children aware that authors are ordinary
people like themselveswasa real stimulus to getting the children to write. Wilcox
(1977)and Tiedt (1988)bothemphasizethe value to be found in children's literature
for guiding students' creative ability. Donham and Icken (1977) and Nilsen and
Greenwell (1977) alsoshare their experiences of usingvarious aspects of children's
literature to encourageand stimulate children to widen their owncreativeexpression.
All these educators clearlyshowthe value of literature in encouraging children to try
their own hand at producingcomposition.
3'
A number of researchers in Newfoundland schools have investigated the
influence of children's litera ture on writing. Dalton (1985) implemented a lite rature
programme with eighteen first graders using poetry, fairy tales and fantasy. The
twelve week periodconsistedof readingaloud and follow-up acnvitles suchas drama.
art and choral speaking. The children were also required to write poetry , fairy tales
and fantasy, depending on the genre being explored. Dalton concluded that the
chiidren could produce the various forms of writing as a result of having been
exposed to the literature.
House (1987) also implemented a literature-based programme using Grade
Four remedial students. Eachsession consisted of the readingaloudof a bookwhile
a particular literary technique such as characterization or plot was chosen for
emphasis. A group or individual creat ive writing activity followed. House found the
programme to be highly motivational, with the children who initially expressed the
greatest dislike for creative writing showing the most growth.
Noseworthy's (1988) study, to which reference has already been made during
the discussion of reading achievement (p.23), also investigated the effect of a
literature programme on children's crea tive writing. She found gains in the students'
writing as evidenced in the story structure, in the richness and variety of language
and in the children's interest in writing.
Greene (1988) used a literature based reading/ writing progranune in a grade
two classroom to improve. among other things. children's attitude toward writing.
Because of exposure to literature both at t-ome and at school, the children found
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writing to be a very natural, meaningful and enjoyable activity. This integrated
reading and writing prog ramme made the childre n aware of the social and perso na l
functions of written language.
An investigation of children's literature as a major resource for enhancing
children's creative writing became the subject of a study by House (1988) and
resulted in a handbookforGrade 2 teachers. She showedhow formsand patterns
in children's literature can be modelled by children. She then tested one of the
selec tions on two groups of G rade 2 students . Results of the study indicated that the
unit had a positive -ffect on the students' writing.
Readi ng Aloud in the Rea ding-Writing Programme
The benefits of hearing literature read aloud are numerous and have been
documentedby an arrayofresearchersand authors. (Durkin,1966; Chomsky, 1972;
Moss, 1977; Butler, 1980; Anderson et al., 1985; Trelease, 1989; Michener, 1989).
Trelease, author of a handbookon techniques parents and teachers can use to read
aloud. lamented the fact that the practice of reading aloud, while on the increase, is
still far from universal. He quoted a studybyLapointe whoreported that onlyone
haJfof fourth grade teachers estimated they read aloud regularly. Speculatingon the
number of teacherswho actually read aloud daily,Trelease concluded that in order
for this practice to be universally accepted by teachers, they themselves must be
firmlyconvinced of the benefits it affords.
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.Uterature reviewed in previous sections has all had much to say concerning
the benefits of reading aloud to children. In this section the focus will be on the
relationship between the reading aloud of fine books to children and their
achievement in reading and writing as well as their attitudes toward these particu lar
language activities. This relatio nship will be explo red under the following headings:
(1) Contribution to language development.
(2) Development of a "sense of story".
(3) Provision for readingpleasures.
(4) Motivation to read independently.
(5) Advancement of creative writing.
Coot ri IDltjon tQ Languaac Deve!opment
There is little doubt of therelationshipthat existsbetweenhearing booksread
and the developmen t of a child's language. Both past and current research supports
this belief. A study by Irwin (1960), referred to earlier , indicated that reading aloud
to infants as young as th irteen months produced differences in spontaneou s
vocalizations favouring the experimental group. Also, listening to books read aloud
was shown to be positively related to the Iinquisitic stage of development of
prere aders in Chomsky's ( 1972) study. Preread ers in high linguistic stages heard
more books, were read to by more people and were read books at higher complexity
levels than prereade rs at lower linguistic levels. Butler (1980) has documented the
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powerfulinfluencethat readingaloud had on a multihandicapped child in improving
her oral languagedevelopmentand reading level.
Through hearing books read aloud children becom e familiar with what Huck
(19n) calls ' book language", Daily exposure to qu ality literature appears to develop
children's sensitivity to language. Many good books contain rich expressions and
vivid descriptions which are heard only in books. The child who is read to by his
parents and teachers ga .ns an implicit knowledge of the ways in which speec h and
writingdiffer. Watson (1986) quoted a favourite example of James Brittonwhotells
of the final sent e nce from a five years old 's oral story: "And the king went sad ly
home. for he had nowhere else to go" (pA8). Watson pointed out that the child'suse
of "for" rather than "because" is the result of this unconsciou s absorpt ion of a feature
of written language. Pappas and Brown (198"" argued that an essential factor in
becoming literate isyoung children's deve loping an understa nding of the registers of
the written language.
There is an increasing amount of evidence to support the belief tha t reading
10 children can positively influence their reading achievement. In Durkin 's (1966)
studies of children who read before they came to school, being read to at home was
a factor with all the early reader s. In another study by Durkin (1974) reading
achievement scores during Grade 1 and 2 of a group of children who were read to
at age four exceeded those of the control group with a dif ference significan t beyond
the .05level. McCormick (1977) believed that hearin g read good children's literatu re
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with fresh vivid language lays the foundatio n for high reading achievement. She
maintained:
The langua ge to which.children are exposed when literatur e
is read to them closely approximates the language patterns
they mus t deal with when reading themselves. (p.142)
Friedberg and Strong, in Hickman and Cullina n (1989), discussed the
importa nce of reading aloud in the classroom on a regular basis. They strongly
recommended th at daily reading aloud occupy pr ime time in every classroom.
D evelo pment of a "Sense of slory"
Bythetime childrenenter schoolthey haveacquired considerablecompetence
with their basic language. Tough (in Wade 1982) discussed children's use of
language and provided insights into language as a powerful tool in the learnin g
process. Teachers have a responsibilityto build on this base so that children develop
an ear for "book language" (Huck, 19n) and "a sense of story" (Applebee, 1978).
Oneway ofachievingthis goalis to read aloud stories from the wealth of children's
literature whichutilizes a special formof languagewithits ownset of rules. Poetic
license, asGoodman (1970)contended.permits a poet to change commonlanguages
so "literary prose employs structures and language devices differently from common
language" (pASS). To learn to read literature successfully, then, children need
extensive experienceswith listening to literature. II is here that a "sense of story"
begins to develop which mayaffect reading comprehension later.
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A sense of story is described by Brown (1977) as • a personal construct which
develops and progre sses toward a mature interna lized represent -tion" (p.358).
Applebee (1978), who has researched extensivelythe concept of a sense of story.
believes that ' the child's gradual mastery of the form al charac teristics of a story is
paralleled by a gradual development of understanding of conventions related to story
content" (p.38). Both agree that sense of story is deve lopmental in ' hat a child will
gradualty make use of various fea tures and characteristics of story.
Applebee (1978), in studying stories dictated by children as young as two and
one half years, found the use of past tense to be the first indication of a sense of
story to develop, followed by formal beginnings su ch as " once upon a time...",
Formalendingsdid not developuntil considerably later . Almosthalfof the fiveyear
aids in Applebee's study made use of past tense, formal beginnings and some fonn
of conventional endings. Also, at five years of age, there was significant use of
dialogueand the beginningsof plot forms.
A child's sense of story also includes expectations of various characters.
Applebee found that very young children used characters such as "mommy" and
"daddy" from the "real world". When questioned about the role of such characters
as witches. lions, faxes and fairies. 41 percent of six year aids had well developed
expectations, with the percentage rising to 86 for nine year aids. Five and sixyear
aids appeared to assimilatecharacters from the world of fantasy into their general
viewofthe world,while nine years aids thoughtthe investigator'squestionsregarding
them were not serious. Applebee (l9TI) pointedout:
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Such expectations are important because they also shape
encounters with new stories, providi ng the child with a
framework which govern s both ge neral orientation (toward
spectator or participant roles) and specific assumptions
about such features as sequence, characters, types, tense,
linguisticforms and themes. (p. 346)
Britton (in Wade, 1982) discussed the functions of language and the writer as
par ticipant and spectator, Language users are in the role of part icipant when they
use language to get something done; they assume the role of spectator when they are
concern ed with events not now taking place (pp 114-115 ). According to Applebee
(1978), at two and one half years a child may assume the role of specta tor and use
language to entertain. This use of language includes events of importance to them
in their ownexperiences. Therefore, at thisearly age, the re isno distinction between
spectator role experience and direct experiences with the world. While nine year
aids will recognize that stories are "just make believe", even six year aids will not be
sure. At this age, children are still trying to distinguish, not just storyproblems, but
questionsabout lifeand death, and the real and the unrea l in their ownworld(p.42).
Applebee further states:
This lack of differentiation between fact and fiction makes the
spectator role a powerfulmode for extending the relatively
limited experience of young children. The stories they hear
help them to acquire expectations about what the world is like .
its vocabulary and syntax as well as its people and places without
the distracting pleasure of separating the real from the make
believe. (p. 52)
Huck et al (1987) suggested that " knowing the structure of a story and being
able to anticipate what a particular character will do helps the young child predict
the action and determine the meaning of the story he is reading" (p.14). "Sense of
",
,
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story", says Brown (1979),"aids comprehension in listeningand reading and allows
the child to make predict ions (bas ed on previously accrued expectat ions) abou t
possible meaning" (p. 358). The psycholinguistic view of reading stresses the
importanceof predictionand expectation as characteristicof a senseof story. The
proficient reader samples the visual information to the extent that he confirms or
disconfirms his predic tion of meaning (Goodman, 1967).
According to Smith (1982):
meaning is brought to language through prediction ...Pr edietion
simply means thaI the uncerta inty of the liste ner or rea der is
limited to a few probab le alterna tives, and...then comp rehensio n
takes place. (p.76)
As children develop a frame of reference about how stories are written, they learn
to expectcertain kindsofeventsand patternsto follow. Booklanguage, Huck(1977)
contends, becomes internalized and the context of the sentence and the story
providesverification of the child's abilityto predict (p. 365).
Provision for Reading Pleasures
"Reading aloud is the most effective advertisement for the pleasures of
reading"(p.201), saysTrelease (1989) in discussing the keysto the successof reading
aloud. There are numerous reasons for reading aloud to students but asWhitehead
(1968)says,the most important reason should be for the enjoyment it gives.
Kim-tel end Segal (1983) go as far as to say that reading aloud should
continue all through the schoolyears with u.e majorgoalof producing people who
not only are able to read but who find enough pleasure in reading to want to read
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long after school is finished. Anderson et a1 (1985)emphasize the same goal of
producing students who not only can read, but do read:
Readingitself is fun...lncreasingthe proportion of children
who read widely and with evide nt satisfaction ought to be as
much a goal of reading instruct ion as increasing the number
who are competent reade rs. (p .IS)
Norton (1983) also sees the importance of children's discovering enjoyment
in booksso they"willdevelop favourable attitudes toward them that usuallyextend
into a lifetime of appreci ation" (p.S).
Many critics argue that basal readers lack the vivid rich language found in
children's literature and are, therefo re, ineffective in arousing student's inte rest.
Thomas (1987) tells of editors and publishers whomake changes in the language of
storiesand poems to accommodate a basal programme. She vehementlycondemns
such "editorial folly"(p.784) and states that perhaps we are suffering illiteracy, not
in spite of such experts' attitudes, but because of them. In a discussion of literacy
education, Goodman, in Aaron et al. (1990), reports that American schools are
spending 400 million dollars for basal readers and less than 50 million dollars for
children's books(p. 308).
Goodman (1977) expresses concern that too much emphasis and time are
spe nt on drills and exercises arranged hierarchically and sequentially to teach skills
(p. 309). He warns:
Even if they (children) should later overcome the fragmentation,
they willhave been so phonicated, so syllabified, so verbalized
that theywill alwaysregard reading as dull, tedious and onerous.
They willread only what they must and never of their own choice
for pleasure or relaxation. (p.312)
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Norton (1983) also warns against the dangers of stressing decoding for fear that
children will think of reading as saying words aloud or merely seeking facts.
Rosenblatt (1978) defines two types of reading. Efferent reading she describes as
that reading done to gain knowledge, whileaesthetic reading is reading done for the
joy of the experience. Children must be provided with more opportunities to read
aestheticallyso they can become totally involvedin the literary experience and take
the trip through the book themselves. Thomas (1987)tells of six third grade children
whose teacher gave each student a chapter of Thomas' The Comeback Dog to read
and then required the children to tell each other about their chapter. She bemoans
such reading instruction as a tragedy that interferes with children 's enjoyment of
reading.
Manyeducators (Sutherland end Arbuthnot, 1977;Norton. 1983; Kimmel and
Segal, 1983;Huck et al, 1987;and Cullinan. 1989)stress the importance of poetry as
read aloud mate rial for enjoyment Kimmel and Segal (1983) say that, "any
programme of reading aloud should include poetry, for poetry more than any other
form of litera ture is written to be heard" (p.2IO). Cullinan (1989) feels that children
need 10 experience the fun of verse 10 extend the imagination, cor.tribute new
sensations and enhance past experiences. She maintains:
This is most readily achieved by teachers whose enthusiasm
shows, who read good poetry aloud in such a way as to show
the value and worth they themselves place in it . It is a
most important first step toward making a love of poe try
catching. (..,.379)
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Norton (1983) also believes that "the enjoyment of poetry can be increased by an
enthusiastic adult who rea ds poetry to child ren" (p. 323). Sut he rland a nd Arbu thnot
(1977)recognize the need of making poetry enjoyable and say,"the experience of
poetry should come with so much pure pleasure that the tas te for it willgrow and
become a permanent part of a child 's emotional, intellectua l a nd aesthe tic resources"
(p. 244) .
According to Huck et al (1987),"there are severalways inwhich teachers have
a lienated children frompoetry" (p. 435). As weJlas total neglectof the use of poetry
in the classroom, poor selection by both teachers and textbook publishers is another
way that a dislike for poetry has been created. H uck et al ( 1987) quote a study by
Tom who found that teachers read more tra ditiona l poems th an cont emporary ones
which are more suited to the childre n's int e rests and experiences. Anothe r study by
Terry (1984) found that over 75percem of teachers in the middle grades read poetry
to their students only once a month or less. Children cannot learn to love poetry
when th ey hear it only nine or ten times a year,
Motivat ion l Q Read Indepen dently
Reading alo ud to childre n has the potent ial to e ncourage them to read
independ ently, since it helps them develop a positive att itu de toward reading. It
exposes them to exciting worlds and crea tes in them a desire to experien ce those
worlds agai n. Norto n (1983) suggests that if childre n enjoy listening to a book, they
usually want to read it th emselves. Mart inez and Teale ( 1988) de scribe a study
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carried out in a ldndergarten classroom where the children could select from three
grou ps of library books: very familiar (read repeatedly by the teach e r), familiar
(read once), and unfamilia r (unrea d) . A monitoring of the selection by the child ren
revealedthat veryfamiliarbookswere chosenthreetimesasoften as were unfamiliar
books.
Studies appea r to indica te that children who are read to ten d to become active
readers themselves. Huck et al. (1987) discusses a study by Sestarich who
inves tigated rwo gro ups of sixth gra ders. One group consisted of good. active
readers, the second group could read as well as the first group could but chose not
to read. It was found that the active readers had been read to from the time they
were three years old. Norton (1983) discusses a study of fifth grade rs who were
motivated to read by being read to for 20 to 30 minutes a day. She also points out
the unfortunate fact that the amount of time a teacher reads aloud generally
decreases in the elementary grades.
Kimmel and Segal (1983)dismiss the myth that listening to stories makes "lazy
rea ders". They contend that what children hear only whets their appetit es to read
that book or others like it for tbemscwes (p.14).
For many children, reading is a struggle and not a form of pleasure.
Therefore, through listening to great literature being read. these children can
exper ience a pleasure they could not have otherwise. Norton (1983) discusses this
value of or al reading and says that, "being read to helps them (children) develop an
appreciation for litera ture that they could not manage with the ir own reading ability"
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(p.177). Reference is made elsewhere in this review, to the positive effect such
exposure has on children's vocabulary development and written expression.
McConnick (1977) discusses a study by Mason and Blanton who foun d that children
who had been read to eagerly read those same books themselves after they had
learned to read. McCormick also reports on a study by Porter who found that
reading aloud to elementary children positively affected their reading interests.
Hubbard 0 986) also tells of two classroom teachers who use reading aloud as an
important component of their programme and find it very effectivein encouraging
children to read voluntarily.
Advancement of Cr~
Stories and poems which have been read aloud may provide a creative
stimulus and model for original writing. H uck (1965) conten ds tha t, "childre n cannot
create OUIof a vacuum" (p. 149). She obs erves:
Children can't writ e or te ll stories until they know what sto ries
are. By hearing and read ing many excellent stories children may
be guided gradual ly to de velop an understanding and feeling for
the ele ments that compose a goo d story o r book. (p.149)
There isan extensive an d growing body of literature which suppor ts H uck's assert ion.
A study by Glazer (1973) was conducted to determine the effect of listening to fine
childre n's literature on students' story writing. In this study, the e lementary students
were d ivided into three groups . Studen ts in the first group listened to selecte d
children's lite ratu re followed by discussion of the autho r's style of writing, the plot
and ch ara cter developm ent. Child ren in the seco nd experiment a l group listened to
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the same books but did not participate in any discussion abou t them. The children
in the control group had no planned lite ra ture programme. At the Grade 4 level
significant differences in the children's writing were found in favour of the
exper ime ntal grou p who experienced the directed literatu re lesson.
For 4 years, beginning in 1968, a longitudinal study was conduc ted by Mills
(1974), using children's literature to teac h composition. Stories were read to the
children followed bydiscussions on such aspec ts of the works as figura tive language,
vocabulary, sentence structure, character development, and story sequence . Mills
found that there was a more positive student att itude toward writing and improved
quality of production among those in the experimental group.
In an effort to investigate the reading aloud-writing relationship, Michener
(1989) conducted two studies with third grade students. one group from the east coast
of the United States, and one group from the west coast. The east coast study
examined the effects of reading aloud to students at 2 socio-economic levels and
examined their growth in written syntactic maturity, written semantic maturity and
changes in their writing style, The west coast study examined the effects of reading
aloud to students from a more culturally and socio-economic-": alation,
with respect to written syntactic maturity. Findings sugges. , : :,ildren's
literature aloud does improve the written composition skills of !I. l.IQ...nts.
Naturally, children need a guide in the production of story and the most
obvious source isstories themselves. Watson (1986), in discussing the reading-writing
relationship, contends that one canno t "have a good writing classroom without having
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at the same time a good reading classroom" (p.53). He further declares that
"constant exposure to the written wordisa necessary componentof learning to write.
and one of the ways in which this should be done is by regu lar reading aloud by the
teacher" (p.4B).
Tiedt (1988) agrees with Smith ( 1983) and Goodman (1983) who discuss
"reading like a writer- or as Tiedt says "reading with a writer's eye" (p.66) . She
discusses reading aloud to children and teaching them to notice the craftsmanship
used in the composing so they can use some of those same techniques in their
creations.
C learly, hearing fine children 's liter ature being read aloud will help children
in their ownefforts at composing. The elements of style. development of story,and
composing strategiesare models for them to followand exciting children's stories
read aloud byan enthusiasticdynamic teacher can onlylead to an interestand desire
on the part of the listeners to create their own.
The Teacher s Role in Readjne Aloud
It is important that each read-aloud session be carefully prepared and
conducted from the choice of the story or poem to the follow-up on the responses
of the children. Cullinan (1989)suggests that the mostimportant guideline to follow
when selectingbooks to read aloud is to select well written stories. She reiterates,
"books of quality abound and it is a waste of precious time to read second-rate
materials" (p.58). Huck et al, (1987) raise the point that since appreciation of
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litera ture is developmental and sequentia l. teachers must make choices based on the
stage of readiness and maturityof the students. Theyalso emphasizethat "the story
hour is the time to stretch their imaginations. to extend interests, and to develop
apprecia tion of fine writing" (p.644). Te achers therefore. will not select books that
studentsare eagerlyreadingindependently,theysuggest.Trelease (1985)also discuss
the readiness of the students and maintains that they "should be conditioned
gradually to the reading-aloud process" (p.52).
Many writers strongly recommen d that the teache r be very familiar with the
selection befor e attempting to read it aloud. Norton (1983) suggests that the teacher
read the storysilendy first to becomefamiliarwith the eventsand the mood and to
ascertain if there is "'--, difficulty with concepts or vocabulary. She, then,
recommends that the teacherread the story aloud to practice pronunciation, rate of
reading and tone and pitch of voice. Norton also proposes that the teacher decide
howto introduce the storyand plan follow-up activitiesor responses to the selection.
Cullinan(1989) agreesthat familiaritywith the contextof the material is important.
She emphasizes the facts that some words and incidents mayhe offensiveto certain
people and there are books that are best reservedfor private reading.
In the literature there are many suggestions offered by different v'rtters on
how to conduct theactual read-aloud session. Trelease (1985)offersa whole chapter
of do's and don't of reading aloud. He suggests that it is Important, occasionally to
challenge the listeners by reading stories that are somewhatabove their intellectual
level; it is important, howevernot to read above the emotional level of the listeners.
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Treleese recommends starting a reading only if there is time to do it justice, and
ending a sessionat a suspenseful spot if the whole book cannot be finished in one
reading. While he urges that there be class discussionand even written or artistic
expression after a story, he objects to imposing interpretations upon the audience.
A story may. he affirms,' be just plain enjoyable" (p.63).
Norton (1983)listsnine factors that contribute 10the qualityof the read aloud
performance, based on a study by Lamme. as cited in Norton. This study was
conducted to validatean instrument intended to measure the qualityof a read-aloud
session. Child involvement in the story was the most powerful item on the scate.
Eye contact between the reader and the audience was the next most powerful
behaviour. Other influential behaviours included expression, quaiityof the reader's
voice, pointing to words and pictures, grouping the children and highlighting the
words and language of the story.
KimmelandSegal (1983) included manyof theabovesuggestionsin discussing
how to read aloud effectively. Theyalso recommended that the illustrations should
not be shown to the audience immediately, in order for the children to have an
opportunity to formtheir ownmental pictures based on the reading. They suggested
that there is an "impoverishment of the visual imagination- (p.38) in this age of
videos and television that does not allowchildren tocreate their ownvisual images.
Observing responses during the reading is important in discovering how the
particularselection is beingreceived by the audience,Sutherlandet al and Arbuthnot
(1981) believed. They suggested that teachers should observe such responses as
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yawnsand wiggles as signsof boredom,or grinsand certainother facialexpressions
as signsof involvement. Trelcase (1985) agreeswhen he recommends that one not
continue reading a book that is obviously a poor choice. "Admit the mistake and
choose another" (p.62), he advises.
Huck et aL (1987) list sixteen guidelines for reading aloud. They, 100,
recommend the selection of challenging but appropriate material. They emphasize
the importance of the reader's voiceto communicate the mood and the meaning of
the story. They maintain that favouritebooksmaybe reread and theystress planning
the read-aloud programme so that the best booksare not missed. They suggest that
it is good for children to see teachersmoved by a story.
All who writeon this subject agree with the importance of choosing for
reading aloud to children appropriateand inlcrestingmaterial that hasbeen carefully
previewed by the reader. The powerof the reader's voice, along with timing and
intonationpatterns. are stressed The Importanceof related activities following a
reading is emphasized. Teachers can enrich the lives of their studentswhen they
provide and encouragedelight in bearing a carefully chosenstory read aloud well.
Pleasurable experiences in listening can create an interest in reading to last a
lifetime.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN AND METIIODOLOGY OF 11IE STUDY
Introduction
Thi s chapter describes the sample of childre n used in the study, the method
of data collecting and the treatment given the data. A desc ription of the evaluation
criteria for children's writing is provided as is a rationale to support that choice.
There is also a description provided of the procedures used in the designing and
implementation of the programme.
Sample
This study was conducted in a Grade 4 classroom in a one stream school in
a rural se tting, just outside the city of St. John's. Th e class consisted of 29 children.
17 boys and 12 girls, whose average age throughout the course of the study was 9.
The sample was drawn from a denominational school system and included students
of high, medium and low ability. The investigator observed and interacted with all
students and selected 2 students for case studies.
Basisof SelecrioQ
The investigator, who was also the classroom teacher throughout the course
of the project, had taught Grade 4 for a number of years in this particular school.
This class was typical of most Grade 4 classes in the province. The children had
worked through the Nelson Language Development Programme throughout the
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primary,grades. While the children had not been exposed to a literature-based
programme before, all made regular visits to the school library to select and sign out
books. In this school some emphasis had been placed on reading aloud to the
children.
Collection of Dat a
Rea ding Achievem ent
The Gate s-Macqinlne Readin g Test, Level 0 , Form 1 was administered as
a prete st and Level 0, Form 2 was used as a posne st. Th is test was designed for use
at the Grade 4 level and tests vocabulary and comprehension. Since many factors
influence a student's score on a test, it is unlikely that any test will give a perfect
measure, Indeed, the teacher 's manual for the Gates-MacGinitie Readin g Test
indicates that this is so (p.7). However, a review of the test (Buras, 1968) points out
that tbis test correlates well with other measures of reading ability . In this study, the
results of the test were used in conjunc tion with observati onal measures made by the
investigator .
Read ing Attitude and Habits
During the first week of the study an assessment of reading attitudes and
habits was made. The instrument used for this purpose was Stro ng's (1978)
adaptation of the Inyentory of Read ing Attitude developed by Vogt e t al. (Appendix
C). This assessment was considered to be important because it was believed that a
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literature-based programme such as this one could have a positive effect on reading
att itudes and habits of the students. Th e instrument was administe red again at the
end of the study in an attempt to determine whet her or not there were any obvious
diffe rences in student attitude.
Writi ng Achieveme nt
At the beginning of the study, th e childre n we re required to produce a sample
of the ir creative writing. This narrative sample was the result of a brain storming
session to produce possible topics from which the students made a selection.
Individual writing folders adapted from Graves (1983) were made by the children
themselves at the start of the study and these were used 10 keep their writing
collection organized and dated. These folders provided a reco rd of the children' s
writing develop ment for both themselves and the investigator. Th e investigator also
kept anecdota l records from observations and regul ar confere nces with eac h student .
Writing Att itude and Habits
A writing attit ude and habits questionnaire developed by the investigator was
admi nistered durin g the first week of the study (Appendix D). Th is assessment was
thought to be important because it was believed that a literature -based programme
such as the one plann ed could have a positive effect on writing attitude and habits
of the students. The assessment was administe red again at the end of the study to
dete rmine if there were any obvious differences.
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Student Involvement and React ion
Daily records we re kept of materials which were be presented to the student s
as wellas the interpretiveactivities that students undertook. Someof these activities
were selected by the investigator , some by the students. Records were also kept of
stud ents' indepe nden t read ing. Anecdotal records were ke pt of stud ents ' opini ons,
comments and reactions to any of the selections and activities used throughout the
study.
Treatment of Data
Data obtained from the Gates MacGinitie ReadingTests and observationsof
the students are presented and analyzed. Data concerningstudem involvement and
reaction as well as those concerning read ing and writing attitudes, are also presented
and discussed.
One sample of each child's creative writingcompleted during the first week
of the studywasevaluated according to specificcriteria outlined below. This was
repeated for a sample completedduriog the middle of the studyand again during the
last week of the study. Ibe findings are analyzedand compared for indications of
trends in the children's writing development.
Reading Achievement and Altitude
Resultsof the pretest and posttest of the Gates MacGinitie ReadingTests are
analyzed to show any growth in the children's reading achievements. Any
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observational measures by the investigator on reading achievement are also
presented. Results of the pre and post questionnaire on reading attitude arc used
to assess any change.
Writing Achje veme m jlDd Attjl!!de
The investigator has provided samples of the child ren's wri ting accompanie d
by a discussion of the gene ral trends in the ir writing development. The eva luation
criteria chosen was used in analyzing and discussing the children's writing.
Ob servational notes made du ring the course of the stud y were also provided. Results
of the pre and postquestionnaire on writingattitudewere used to assessany change.
Stude nt Involveme nt and Reactjon
The investigator noted comments made by the students a.; well as anyother
students' reactions to the prog ramme . The quantit y and quali ty of books read by the
children are reporte d as well as thei r general reaction to the books. Interpre tive
activities a nd student react ion to them are discussed . Thro ugh these discussions
some evalu ati on of the prog ramme is presented to determine its effect on childr en's
enjoyment of literature.
Evaluation Criter ia for Writing
If one is to assess children 's writing a definit e set of criteria must be
established. To establish the criteria one must consider the purposes of the writing
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activity. Tripp (1978) and Searle and Dillon (1980) both agree with this. They
further contend that if one wishes to have childrenwrite for purposes of enjoyment.
then evaluation must be concerned only with the flow of ideas and not writing
mechanics. Wilkinson et al (1983) present arguments that both ideas and skillsare
important.
One of the purposes of this investigation was 10 determine the effects of
listening to good literat rre on the creative writing of students, therefore composing
skills were included in the criteria. Since the students were leaving the primary
grades and entering the elementary grades. it was assumed that they had experienced
some creative writing in their early years. It was thought that the emphasis on
writing in the primarygrades might be different from that in the elementa ry. This
difference is identified by Applegate (1963) who stales:
The chief writing problem in the intermediate grades is
different from that of the primary: to clarify the
children's writingend make it better without taking
away the joy. In the primary grades we write; in the
intermediate grades we improve writing. (p.86)
The students, now,wereexpected to displaysome knowledge and application ofsome
mechanics of writing such as sentence structure, vocabulary and punctuation. For
this reason, a consideration of mechanics was included in the criteria.
Applebee (1978) describes the stages of growth children exhibit in creating
their own sense of story. According to Applebee, children as young as 2 1/2 years
of age have a sense of story which develops as the child grows. This sense of story
includes plot, characters, and dialogue. Brown(1977) presents a view in agreement
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with Applebee when he says tha t a sense of story is developmen tal. In discussing
story beginnings, characters, action. climaxand conclusions,Brown maintains:
Th e child's use of such features may be seen to indicate
the existence of an internalized representation of story
or sense of story which in turn guides or directs the child's
creation or production of story and his retelling of stories. (p .3S8)
Webb (1978), Dalton (1985) and Noseworthy (988) included sense of story
in their evaluation criteria for children 's writing. Taking into account the points
made by the authors discussed above, having examined the rating scales of Webb
(1978), Da lton (1985), and Noseworthy (1988), and having reviewed the Glaze r
Narra tive Composition Scale developed in 1971 and the Schroeder Composition
Scale developed in 1973. as cited in Fagan (1975), the investigator decided that the
following evaluation criteria best conforms to the nee ds of the present study. It is
an adaptation of the three poin t rating scale selected by Webb and the scale used by
Noseworthy.
Evalua tion Criteria for Prese nt Study
Story Structure
O. There is no title.
1. An inapp ropria te title is given.
2. A general title is given.
3. The title builds interest in the story.
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B. .5<1lini
O. There is no indication of time or place.
Time and place are generally indicated .
2. Specific time and place are given.
3. Time and place are given and described.
C. Characterization
O. No characters ace identified.
The characters are identified, but not at all developed.
2. The characters ace identified, and described or developed
through their act ions.
3. The characters ace described. and behave according to their
description.
D. .lliall>£lI<
O. Dialogue is not present at all.
Dialogue is present but is stilted.
2. Appropriate dialogue is used for the character.
3. Appropriate dialogue is used fer the character. and is
particularly effective.
E. Literary Devices
O. There is no evidence of any literary device.
The story is a narrative.
2. The story includes a literary device such as exaggeration.
surprise ending or special form. for effect.
3. More than one literary device is effectively used in the story.
F. =
O. There is no evidence of any coherence.
The story is not well-developed, or is a ret elling of a known
story.
2. The story is deve loped. with ideas following logically from
beginning to end.
3. The story is well-constructed and contains originality , such as an
interes ting beginni ng or a novel ending.
II. Self· ExpressioD
O. No emotional feeling is expressed.
Little emotio nal feeling is expressed.
2. Some emotional feeling is expressed. II may be repetitive.
3. Emotional feeling is dearly portrayed, contributing to the
effectiveness of the story.
B. !XOSQry Impressions
O. No sensory impressions are evident in the story.
Fewsensory impressionsare included in the story.
2 Somesensory impressions are included in the sto ry.
3. Sensory impressions contri bute to the quality of the story.
O. Very simple verbs are used wi!h no adverb or adjectives.
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Common verbs are used. Few adjectives or adverbs are
included.
2. A variety of verb s is used Adjectives and adve rbs are included .
3. A variety of verbs and a selection of adjectivesand adverbs are
appropria tely use d and contribute to the quality of the Story.
B. Senten ce Stru cture
O. Short , simple se ntences are used.
1. ~And" is used to connect simple sentences.
2. Subordination is used somewhat.
3. Both simple and complex sentences are used.
O. There is no eviden ce of the use of proper punc tua tion .
1. There is little evidence of the use of proper punctuation.
2. There is evidence of knowledge of mechanics, but ma ny
omissions.
3. All punctuation and capital leiters are in the proper places.
Procedure
Introducing the Programme
The stu dy was introduced on Sept embe r 10. 1990 a nd continu ed for fourtee n
weeks, concluding' toDecember 14, 1990. During this period, the investigator daily
provided the students with various literary experiences through read-aloud and
independent reading activities. The literature presentations were of approximately
20 minutes duration, depending on the length or the story or the poem being
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presented and the children's interest. Independent reading time was of
appr oximately 30 minutes duration each day. Opponuni ties were provided for
students to interpret children's literature in a variety of ways including creative
writing. art, drama and choral reading.
One hour sessionsof writing time were provided not less than twicea wee:'
with the children involved in some stage of writing. The Stages were those advoca ted
by Graves ( 1983). Also. at any free time thr oughout the study each child worked on
a story at some stage of the writing process from composing to editing, including
conferencing, publishing, and the display of completed books. Each child made use
of a writingfolder as described byGraves (1983. p.287). In thisfolder was kept all
writing organized by the student. This cumulative file showed both the student and
the investigato r any progress being made in writing. Since the investigator was also
the ..lassroo m teacher. there was flexibility in the times allotted for these activities.
Stories were published using three formats. One form of publication involved typing
into the computer by the children themselves, by parent volunteers or by the teacher.
The printed stories were then illustrated and mounted on construction paper. Some
stories were published by parents who typed the stories in layouts designed by the
children. In this case the stories were sewn into book covers that had been made by
volunteer paren ts. Another form of publicat ion involved hand-writing the stories,
illustrating them, and mounting the sheets on construction pape r to be laminated.
The childre n were encouraged to use all three forms of publication and produce as
many stories as they could. A record of their publications including titles and dates
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was kept on the back of their own writing folders and on a chart displayed in the
writing workshop.
The Selection of Appropriate Mat erial
To carry out this project it was necessary to procure a large collection of
children's literature. The classroom library and school learning resource centre had
a reasonabl y good selection. and these collections were supple mented with the help
of the school learning resource teacher. At the start of the project, as well,
additional items were borrowed from the School Board Office, the Public Library
and the Curriculum Materials Centre of the Faculty of Education in the Memorial
UniversicyofNewfoundland and Labrador. Whilebookswerechangedregularly, the
frequency of book rotation was, of necessity, influenced by the length of time for
which the book could he borrowed. The children received a library card from the
community's Public Library during the first week of the study and weekly visits were
encouraged . The children were also encouraged to buy books from the book clubs
at school.
In the selection of appropriate materials, a number of standard bibliographi c
books and reputable selection aids were consulted . Children's Literature in the
Elementary School (Huck, Heple r and Hickman, 1987) was used extensively as was
Modem Canadian Children's Books (Saltman, 1987), The New Republic of
.Qlilil.ln:wd (Egoff and Saltman, 1990) and Children's Choices in Octob er issues of
The Reading Teache r. There was also consultat ion with public librarians and the
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learnin g resource teacher to determine the best books available for this age group
and with the children themselves to dete rmine their particular interests. Booksand
poems were chosen for their literary value and appropriateness for fourth grade
children as well as to provide experiences with a variety of genre, authors and
seasonal topics (seeAppendices E.F andG). Cassette tapesand videocassetteswere
selected to enrich the programme (see Appendices H and I).
Designing the Learn ing Environment
In this study particular attention was devoted to the learning environment.
It was deemed important tha t the physical arrangem ent and the aes thetic qua lities
of the classroom be inviting to the children. Thu s, time was spe nt working with the
children to create such an environment so that there were comfortable areas for
reading, attractive ways 10 display boo ks, a well supplied writing centre and
opportunities to display their work. A floor plan of the resulting classroom is
provided in Appendix J.
A reading centre was created in one of the four comers of the classroom by
using an existing large bookcase and moving a paperback display unit and small
bookcase to form a partition which gave a degree of privacy. Two shelves of the
large bookcase became the "Return Books Here" shelf and the "desk" for the
"librarian", The paperb ack display unit and small bookcase were used to display
books. Mini patio tables and a small "footstool" provided by the teacher and
parents were placed in the centre. TIl' ;e were used to display new books or for the
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children to sit on while browsing through the se lections. The children were
encouraged to bring large stuffed toys and cushions to add a feeling of cosiness to
the reading centre . A file card box was provided in which the children placed the
card from a borrowed book. The children, working in pairs, took turns being
librarians for a week. Bulletin board displays fea turing an author, a poem, an
illustrato r and other literature-re lated posters were placed regularly on the wall in
the reading centre . These promoted interest in the boo ks available there. The
children's own aft work was also displayed as advertisemen ts for many of the
literature selections.
Poetry was an important component of the literatu re programme. Poetry
posters were displayed on the walls. A pocket chart on the wall featured multiple
copies of poems which the students were permitted to take. The children's own
poetry, accompanied by Illustrations, was displayed p rominen tly. As well, ther e were
always books of poetry placed in the reading centre along with the other genres.
Among the childre n's favourite boob of poetry were Silverstein's~
~ and The New Kid on the Block by J ack Pretu tsky, A young woman
from the community who had recently published a book of poems visited the class.
This resulted in a mutual sharing of poetry between her and the children.
A window come r was chosen to provide a well lit wri tingworkshop. A round
table and chairs were placed in the middle while a table nearby held the necessary
writing and publishing materials such as writing pa per of various colours and sizes,
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construction paper, scissors, writing and colouring me-sums,book covers (made by
parents), the childre n's wri ting folders and otuer boo k t . ' ding supplies.
A computer wasfeatured in a prominent placein theworkshop, equipped with
a stool for the writers to sit on. A printer was provided so they could see their work
beingpublished. All ofthe se supplies, including the computer, were available for the
children's independent use. The one wall in the workshop featuredstorysuggestions,
posters reminding them of the characteristics of a good story, their published work,
and a chart on which they recorded the tides of their published stories. The
literature presenta tions were made from the front of the classroom. An author's
chair (Gra ves and Hanse n, 1983) was placed there for the teacher to use while
presenting a literat ure se lection and for the children to use when they were
presenting their work. The chalkboard ledge served as a display area for the latest
publications. Th e children could choose to remai n in their seats during the
presentations, come to the front and lie on the carpet ed floor or sit with a friend.
Photographs of the classro om environment are provided in Appendix K.
Independent Reading
Independent reading was encouraged anytime but allotted times were also
provided for this ac tivity. There was usually time given each day,unless the children
were involved in writing and wanted to spend the whole language arts times at that
activity. Th is happe ned occasionally. The time provided for independent reading
varied, but averaged 1/2 hour a day. The allotted times increased as the weeks went
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by, after the children becam e more involved in literatu re . The children could read
the ir selected books in the readi ng centre, in the writing ce ntre, under a table or at
any place of their choice in the classroom. The teacher read in the classroom to
provide a model for reading; sheoften readat home as well. The teacherfrequently
gave opinionson books read. just as the children did. So that the children might
have more time to read. homework.was rarely given. "Read" was often the answer
to the question -what do we have for bomewcrk?" Multiple copies of some books
were available,allowing children the opportunity toshare and discusstheir readings.
Discussion timewas provided. not only for children reading the same book but also
for children reading different books. The children used file cards tokeep records of
the books they read. Th ese file cards were stored in a box on their desks . On the
cards they reco rded the title and author of the book. As well, the ywrote a sentence
or so about the rook and drew a pictur e on the back if they wished.
Creative Re sponse to lilt;ratu u ;
The children's daily exposure to literature wasfo llowed byoppo rtunities to
respond to the prese ntations . Sometimes the response took the form of a very
emotional discussion, especia lly after the sharing of a chapte r or two of .Q.n.....Mi'.
.H.an2r (Bauer). At oth er time s the children wished to present a puppet play, as they
did during the reading of Cha rl0l!e's Web (White ). At all times there was discussion
of the literature selection itse lf and often a further discussion of what interpr etive
activity they would like. Eac h child was always at libe rty to choose his/h er own
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activity, .if any were to be chose n. The children's artistic prod uctions were displayed
either in the classroom o r in the hall outside and thei r puppet plays were performed
for an audience of their peers or other teachers. Pictures were taken of several of
their responses to the literature selection. Samples are provided in Appendix L
The children patiently but excitedlyawaited the developing of the prints which were
mounte d and displayed on the wall.
The children's wr itten responses were kept in their individual writing folders.
These folders had two pocke ts in which to organize their work, while the front and
back covers inside and outside provided four places to vrite information concerning
their writing. This information included topics for future writings, published thle~
and dates, writing skills they could use and biographical informa tion to be included
in their published works. The children were always at one stage or another of
writing, each progressing towards a published story at his or her own rate.
Conferences were held with each individual child as often as was needed, as Graves
(1983) recommended. according to the time available. Confident write rs did not
need as many conferen ces as did those who struggled. Eac h child had a conference
at least once a week; most children more than once a week. Conferences were
meant to help the child focus on his/her own work while the teacher looked for
potential in tbe piece of writing. Editing was completed eith er with the child during
conferences or when the stm es were typed for the childre n by adults.
A highlight of th e writing process was the publishing and shar ing of the
children's own work. Th ey pr oudly read their stor ies silently and then looked for
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someone with whom to share. Published works were made avai lable for all to read
the mselves and were alsoread from th e "autho r's chair" (Graves and Ha nsen, 1983).
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CHAPTER IV
EVALUATION
Int roduction
The main purp ose of this study was to explore the effect of daily exposure 10
quality children's lite rature on the reading and writing achievements of a class of 29
fou rth grade children as well as on their attitudes toward both these processes. The
evaluatio n of the study is base d on empirica l data. the investigato r's observa tions, the
parents' opinionsand the students' reactions and comments.
In this chapte r five main topics are explored. First, the results of the Ga tes-
MacGinitie Reading Tests ar e examined in an attempt to assess the children's
reading growth throu ghout the study. Secondly, an assessment of the att itudes of the
children toward reading is made. This discussion focuses on an attitude
ques tionnai re comple ted by students both before and after the study as well as on
observations and comments made by parents, the investigator and the students
the mselves. Th irdly, the chapter conce rns itself with the evaluat ion of the childre n's
writing. The results of the writing assess ment of three stor ies from each child. based
on ~ ~l e writing evaluati on cri teria given in Chap ter III, are presente d and discussed.
Exam ples fro m the childre n's writing are provided to cla rify the findings. T he
evaluation also includes a d iscussion of the ge neral trends in the child ren's writing
deve lopment, based on observationa l assessments concerni ng the ir writ ing behaviour.
The n, an assessment of the attitudes of the children towa rd writi ng is made. Th is
discussion focuses on an att itude questionnaire that the stude nts completed both
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before and after the study, as well as on comme nts made by parents and students.
Fourth ly, the cha p:er di\CU5SeSthe literature prese ntations 10 which the children wer e
exposed, their own inde pendent reading and the various interp retive act ivities in
which they became involved. Th e chapter concludes with the presentation of the
case stud ies of two childre n. It was felt that the ind usion of case studies would add
interest and depth 10 the study.
Reading Achievem ent
The Gat es-MacG initie Reading Tests, Level D, Forms 1 and 2 we re
administered to the 29 children as a pretest and a post test respective ly. Grade
equivale nt scores and "r-sccres were tabu lated from the f:1 W scores attained on the
11':515. The mean grade eq uiva lent scores were calculated by finding the average T·
scores and locating the corresponding grade equivalents in the tables of norms.
The results of the pretest (Tables I and 2) revealed that the mean scores for
both vocabu lary (3.4) and comprehension (3.5) were be low those expected for a
beginning fourth grade class. Of the 29 students in the class. only 11 received
vocabulary scores that were near or above gra de level (Table 1). Ten received
comprehension scores (Ta ble 2) that wer e near o r above grade level. The results of
the posnest showed that there were still only 12 stude nts who received vocabulary
scores and 14 students who received compre hension scores near o r above grade leve l.
The test results, however, showed that 17 students made gains in vocabula ry
while 25 studen ts made gains in comprehension. These gains ranged from a slight
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TABLE 1
GAIN IN VOC ABIJJ ARY ON w e GATES-MACGINIDE B EADING U STS
LEVE l P FORMS 1 AND 2
• A raw score 100 low 10
ens ure which was
assigned the lowest
grade score on the table .
· ~ . 5
...
' .1
...
2.S·
2.S·
] .1
..
...
2.'
0. 1
II£A.U, IM
0.1
NOTE : The mean was
calculated by computing
the average Tvscore of
the class. and then using
the corresponding grade
equivalent III the norm s
tables.
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TABLE 2
GAIN IN COMPR EH ENSIO N ON W E GA TES. MACG INm E REAmNG
TESTS I EVEr D FQB~
7.2
..,
l.'
l .l
,.,
,.,
°2.4 l.~
,.,
IIEAW llIr.lN
..
• A raw score too low to
measure which wasassigned
the lowest grade score on the
table.
NOTE : The mean was
calculated by computing the
average T-score of the class,
and then using the
corresponding grade
equivalent in the norms
tables.
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gain of 0.1 to significant gains of more than a year (1.1 to 3.8). Of the 58 possible
gains or differencesin pretest and pcsnest scores, 30differences meant gains of more
than one year. These results appe ar to show tha i the literat ure programme which
was pr ovided for these students had a very positive effect on the ir reading.
Aceordingto the test norms in the Gatcs-MacGjnjlje ReadjngL:sls' Teacher's
..M.am.!..al (1980), a gain of approximately 0.3to 0.4 yearsis expected in vocabularyand
comprehension achievements du ring a 14 wee k period. The results of the pcsnest
revealed an average gain of 0.7 years in vocabulary (Table 1) and 0.9 years in
comp rehension (Table 2), both of which are grea ter than expected. These findings
compare with those of Boutcher (1980) and Bissell (11)81). The results of both those
studies indicated gains in both vocabulary and co mprehe nsion. Unlike the results of
the studies of Bissell (1981)and Noseworth y(1988), the ga ins in co mprehe nsion were
greater than those in vocabulary.
Daily observations of the stude nts by the investigator ind icated ga ins in their
reading achievement. Th is was most obvious in their choices o{ reading material.
Many children progressed {rom choosing picture books{or inde pe ndent reading to
choosing short chap ter books with illustrations and the n lo nger cha pt er books
requiring days to read. The children also appea red to be bette r able to read their
textbooks in the conte nt area subjects. Th is was shown through the ir longe r atte ntion
span while working with their texts and through their o ral reading whe n the class
worke d togeth er. Based on the results of the Gat es-Macrhnit ie Reading Tests and
on obse rvat ions of the childre n, the investigator concluded that gains were made by
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the children in the area of reading achievement as a result of the literature
programmeto which theywere exposed.
Reading Attitude and Habits
One of [he quest ions fundamenta l 10tbis study was whether daily exposure to
fine childre n's literature would increase stude nts' enjoyment and their desire to re ed.
In an effort to help determine and answer that question, a reading attitud e
questionnaire was administered at the beginning of the study and again at the end
of the study. Scores on the questionnaire (Tab le 3) revealed that the children did
have a more positive attitude toward reading at the end of the study. The increased
number of positive answers to questions 2, 3. 9, 10, 14 and 19 indicated tha t the
childrenbecame involved with others and wanted to share the enjoyment they had
found. According to theirresponses to question6, the childrenalready had goodself
concepts as readers. By the end of the study, when the post questionnaire was
administered, the students were quite involved in their own writing. This
involvement and the wording of question ~ 6 may account for the lack of a more
positive responseto that question. The questionmay haveread, "Do you feel that
readingtime isone of the best parts of the school day?- The overwhelmingchange
in responses toquestion4, "Is reading your favouritesubjectat school?"clearlyshows
a changein attitude. orthe 20questions, 17 responses indicate an improvement in
attitude.
TABLE 3
RESI JLTS OF REAQ[NG OIJESTIO NNAIRE
PRETEST
~DO YOU li l'to rud Mto r.youto to
~~~' you into.ut e<! In what oth er pecGplt 13 B
3. Co you l i', to r ead .henroother and
la t her a t . ruo !il
:~~~lrUd; ng yeut In"". i tt sybjec t II
S. If you ~O\lld do eny1hin!ilyou "."locl to
~l~~:"~:~~~~ one ,, ' t he things y<IU
6. 00Y OUlh inkthatyou ar • • iood
roode. fo r your oge?
7. Doyoullk.tc rud cU .L O\l....sl
8.Doy()Ulh;nkthat .,ulhlngs .r e"", re 24 4
fvnlh..,reld ing1
9.Doyou l ;kttoread tlll4Jdforothe,
child ren a t Ichool l
10. Dayou li ke t o tt ll Ito r ;ts?
11. 00 YOU Like to t ead t he ne... paper?
12.00 you ll ke to reed .n ki nds 01 books 21 6
I t s~hoo l ?
tl . Oo yOll l ikt t o . n..... r ques li"""'.bout
t hi ngs you h.~t rt od'J
~~~.D~.~ I lk. 10 l al k about books '1'' ''
1S. Doe. rud lng ....k. yOll ' ee I 900d7
16 . Do yao.sf .. l t hot reoding t i"", is lhe
beU pllr t Of t he , chool dey1
17. 00 YOUf itd It hud l ow . ht . bout
"" at you hlwteld?
;:;;OIlld yOll ll kt to ht Ye "",re books t o
19. Do you l ikt t o u t Ol't st oriesthlt
you hl ..ertld inbooks1
2D. Do you li kt to Ub rel di"l! test s? 12 17
POSTIEST
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From the beginning of the study the children reacted to the literature
programme with enthusiasm. Upon arrivingin the classroom in the morning, they
checked the centre for new books or looked for the return of a certain book that
another child had. When new books were introduced they were seized as soon as
they were laid down. unt il the teacher learne d to pass them out to one of the many
obviously enthusiasticchildren to avoid a tug of war.
The children very eage rly participated in the mail order book club sponsored
bythe school. Theyclamoured for the newslettersinforming them of the available
books. perused them together, visiting each other' s seat to discuss the be.r cooks.
Mostchildren arrived with their order the nextday. Two book clubfairs held by the
school also brought a number of books to the classroom because of the children's
seemingly insatiable appetite for books. The teacher bought books at local book-
stores for students who wanted particular titles and had no way of gett ing to the
store. Bauer's~ was one such book, as was Coerr's Sadako and the
Thousand Pap er Cranes.
Silent reading periods became longer because of the children's dema nds.
After what the leacher thought was sufficient reading time, her suggestion that they
do something else often met with cries of "No, we want longer to read!". On one
such occasion they asked quite serious ly if they could have free readin g all day
some time. One boy was heard to say, "I hope I can get that one before she brings
it t-ack to the library.". Another said, "Darn, I wanted that one!".
7.
Children were of ten heard discussing the books they were readin g. One
pare nt told how she was pleasantly surp rised by her son and his friends who were
comparing the writiags of C.S. Lewiswith those of Beverly Cleary. Some children
were overhea d by the teacher discussing the illustrations and how they sui ted the
story. One girl said. "Miss, I never read so many books in my life beforel", The
children became aware of the rich vocabulary of children's literature as shown when,
while read ing Chilr!mIe's Web, one boy said, -My mom is "gullible" because she buys
some of the stuff she sees advertised on T .V,-, Another boy told of coming
downsta irs for a drink f Iter he had gone to bed and finding his fathe r reading his
copy of Charlouc's Web, Th e children also to ld of sharing their books with
grandparents an d other extended family members .
The children's and the teacher's interest in reading was clearly shown one
afternoon while the children were waiting for the bus and when the teacher was
readi ng aloud to the class, .Qn.....Mx....H by Marion Bauer, No one in the class
heard the can to the bus which went home without the grade fours that day.
At the end of the programme . the parents were as ked to answer a
questionnaire (Appendix P) to help the investigator in the evalua tion of the
programme . Table 4 summarizes the results of the twenty five questionnair es
returne d. As can be seen. the parents' percep tions of the children 's attitude s towards
reading is clearly one of increased interes t and enjoyment. Questions four and five,
which have the most number of negat ive answers . both deal with sharing and talking.
TABLE4
PARENT OIfESTIONNAIRE RESI JLTS· READ (NG
I . My ~hlld lin bMrI
~:~~ng ~re tll ; $
Z. Hy ch i ld opPel rs
t o enjo y r eadi ng
booh ......" ! h; .
t erm.
3. My cl'll i d W. " CI t o
~::.nawy
~ . My ctl ttd U l k.
IIOre &bollt school
t h l. te rll .
5. Hych lld ... ...U t o
Shtr• • book with
lDP"",r l l hi e yu r
t hanoth . r. Vu r e •
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Children at this age are less eager than younger children to discussschool with their
parents. Also. as children become older parents arc less eager to question
theirchildren about their daily activities. The following is a selection of comme nts
that the par en ts made furthe r supporting this perception.
My son bas alwaysshownan interest in books. I:.r. it appears
to me that he has a bigger interest this year. When he asks me
to buy him a book. it's not just one he wants three or four. and
I am pleased to see this.
I find the programme is more interesti ng to my child. She seems more
intereste d in reading or being read to than with the regular reader
books . It 's more relaxing and doesn't seem like something they have
to lea rn and read.
He is more interested in reading books this year than he ever was
before. He likes to go to bed a little ea rlier so he can read some
of the book he keeps by his bed before he goes to sleep.
Thank you for really "turning him on" to reading independently! He has
always enjoyed books but usually preferre d being read to. I still
read to him and he reads to me, but now he wants some time each nigin
to read on his own. (He will even luck a book under his blanke t for late r!)
T.V. basdefinitely taken a back seat [0 reading this year for my
daughter. Even :hough she has a new TV in her bedroom she rare ly
watch..-sit, preferring instead to read. AJsofor Christmas she is
asking for a box filled with books.
He wants to buy a different book every week or so. He reads them from
cover to cover and tells us about the story. I think it's been an
excellent help. His story writing is also improving.
After the programme had ended, the teacher start ed a period of educational
leave and was replaced. Durill~ the first week the new teacher commented. 'Th at's
the most turned-o n class to reading I have ever met." She also reported. "I'm
impressed with tbe quality of books they are reading."
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The results of the attitude questionnaire administered to the studentsd early
showed an increase in positive attitude of the children toward reading. The
observations and comments made by the teacher and students also attest 10 the
enjoyment the students received from their exposure 10 fine literature. From the
comments o( the parents there appeared to be a lot or satisfaction and pleasant
surprises for them from the programme. Many parents noticed a change in their
children regarding a more positive attitude toward reading as a result of the
literature programme. Even an experienced teacher seeing the class for just a few
times detected an unusuallyhigh interest in quality children's literature. All of this
appears to be evide nce tha t exposure to good children's literature had increase d bot h
the children's enjoyment of reading and their desire 10 read.
Writing Development
The writing component of the literatur e programme began during the first
week as the children helped organize the writing workshop and put all the materials
in place. They eagerly received their laminated writing folders with their
compartments and writing sections. The children .fOte their autobiograp hies in the
space provided to supply information about Iho'r elves for their published books.
They excitedly discussed some possible topics foi~iting and jotted them down in the
prope r space.
Initially, although they were very enthusiastic about their writing folders. when
the time came to actually write, some children were very reluctant to stan, Those
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students felt they had nothing to write or, as they put it, ~Miss, I don't !mow what 10
write ebcut," Atte mpts to solve thispr oblem were made through discussion with the
teacher, the whole class or each other. Sometimes att empts were made at peer
tutoring. where a capable student worked with one who was having difficulty. At
other times two students having difficulty worked together to co-author one Story.
Such co-operative approaches occurred occasionally throughout the programme
whenever the need aroseor at the ch.'dren'ssuggestions.
Manychildren's early writings consisted of accounts of eventsfrom their own
experi ences, such as a trip they had tak en, camping with their families or pet stories.
Several other early pieces were their own play-by-play accountsof baseball games,
a sport that interested many of the boys. A few children were concerned about
conventional spelling, but most were not. Those who were concerned needed only
reassuring once or twice. Many early stories were very shan but the children did not
see them as being incomplete or lacking detail.
As the days and weeks went by there were some gradual changes. F irstof all.
fewer children experienced difficulty getting starte d on a topic. Most. in fact. were
so anxious to write that they did not want any class discussion. They just wanted to
be alone somewhere to formulate their thoughts. Secondly, the finished prod ucts
were much longer. Some of them lacked plot development but at least there was
something there 10discuss during conferences. Some students wrote stories that had
chap ters. others wrote sequels to already published stories. A few children chose to
write poetry and published booksof poems. There were pages and pages of writing
!l.1
placed in their folde rs afte r a few weeks. Not everything could be published but all
children published some of their work (Table 5).
A th ird cha nge occurre d in tbe natur e of the to pics selected by the childre n.
Th ere were fewer accounts of events in their lives an d more fictional stories using
the litera ture as mod els or Slimu!; Aft er the reading p f MveC;' Sjdney Rella jlnd tbe
G lass Snea ker and Briggs' J im and the Bea nmlk, ma ny set out to write a similar
story. Bar rett's Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs pro ved to be a model for many
stories. The children's writingalso began10 reflect a sensitivity to the booklanguage
to whichtheywere beingexposed in their reading. Adverbs and adjectives were used
more freque ntly, as were synonyms of the word "said", as students sought ways to
mak e their stories more interesting and exciting.
Duri ng writing sessions the students sought privacy so that their flow of
thoughts would be uninterrup ted. Some stayed at their desks with their writ ing
folders set up as a divider. Others moved to anycomfortable spot in the room they
could find such as under tables, in com ers. lying on the carpet ed floor. in the writing
workshop, a t the reading centre. Fortunately, the classroo m was located directly
acr oss the hall from the resource centre. Th is mean t that usually there was more
than twice the available space provided by a single ctassrcom. This proximity to the
resource centre meant that the teacher could allow children to find a quiet corner
there as well and she was still able to provide adequate supervision and guidan ce.
See appendix M for photographs of children writing.
TABLE5
Nt IMBER OF "PURl {SHED" STORIE S
"22
ea
8'
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While some parents volunteered to type the children 's sto ries. the re were coo
many stories to rely on that publication method alone. Since the teacher had
previousexperiencewith word processing oncomputers and the schoolwas equipped
with several computers, it was decided to publish some stories that way. There was
always a computer in the classroomand three others were available for use in the
resource centre . The children quickly learned how to load the computer and type
in their stories, sometimes with the help of other students. The stories were the n
edited by a pa rent or the teacher and printed out for the student. Tired expressions
were quickly replr -ed by exclaro,ttons of pride as children watched their stories
appear from the printe r.
Sharing timewas providedfor the students,but at first not all students wished
to read their storiesto the class. Some were willingfor another member of the class
to read their stories;others were unwilling to share their written work at all. Before
long, all wanted to read, making it difficult to find time for everyone. Some time
outside of languagearts periods wasfoundsuch as moments seized whilewailing for
the bus or 10 go 10assemblies. See appendix N for photographs.
The published books of the children were available ar all times to be chosen
for independent reading, just as were any other book. They we-e also -nade
available for parents to peruse duringparent-teacher interviewweek. At the end of
the programme each child chose one book to donate to the resource centre.
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Evaluiltion of the Children's W, i!inB:
A sample of each child's writing completed at the begin ning of the study was
analyzed according to the criteria presented in Chapter III. This p rocedure was
repeat ed half way through the study and again at the end of the study. The results
were then compared and used 10 illustrate general trends in the child ren's writing
development. In an effort to provide reliability to the writing evaluation. another
experienced teacher analyzed several writing samples. It was found tha t these
ana lyses agreed with those of the investiga tor .
Analysis of Writing (Pre resJ)
Ii.tk, Most children supplied a title and most titles were very general. Four
titles could be consideredto arouse interest and create excitement - "Blue Jays are
in the Finals", 11J.e Caveman Fun Days', 'The Artist and the Lost Ca rt oon", and "My
Dream" subtitled, "A Lucky Day at School". Children writing thes e title s were
awarded a score of 3 (Table 6). Seven chi ldren supplied no title a t all.
~. Al l but one child indicated time and place in their stories. Most who
did so used general descriptors, like "one day",Monee upon a time", "a long time ago",
"the ball field", "the park". Four students were more specific, using settings with
phrases such as, "On Sunday, August 31, seven days after Gary's 8tb birthday",
"today", "my friend's house", "Bell Island", "Toronto".
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Characterization. The characte rs were not well developed in any of the
writing samples. Two of the stories were play-by-play commentaries of baseball
games and received scores of 0 (Table 6). When characters were identified they
were frequentlyreferred to in general termssuch as, "myfriend", "a caveman", "a
mons ter", or they were identified byna me only but withou t additional development
or description at all. One child who rece ived a score of 2 describe d a character as
"an artist who loved to make cartoons", and attempted to develop the canaan
character through his actions.
~' Mostchildren did not makeuseof any dialogueand were givena
score of 0 (Table 6). One child used dialogue once, resulting in a score of 1. Th ree
of the childre n received scores of 3 for their dialogue efforts, since they either told
the story using dialogue or the characters' actions suited the dialogue,
Examples of this are:
When we got home our mom sa id, "Have a good day at school,
girls?" Me and Krista looked a t each other and said, "G ood?
It was EXCELL ENT!" Then we both started laughing.
"Hi mom, hi Jenny! Th ere is a leiter came for you. It is
from your friend in England." "But mom, there is nothing
on the paper! "well, that's strange, "
Litera ry Deyices, Most of the children's stories were simple narratives
containing no other literary device, Those write rs received scores of 1 (Table 6).
Four children made a ttempts at the use of literary devices. On e child made use of
personi fication; ano ther child produced a flip flop story similar to tha t of Re my
Charli p's What Good Luck! What Bad [ uckl Another child's story included an
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invitati o n to a party in the invitat ion form while a fourth chil d divide d her short story
into Part I and Par t II . These children were awarde d scores of 2 for their o ne
a ttempt at using literary device (Table 6) .
~. Most of the childre n wrote about an event in their lives with
varying degrees of development of their ideas. These children received a rating of
1 or 2 (Table 6). Three children who received scores of 0 wrote very disjointed
piec es. while 2 children prod uced well organize d pieces and were awarde d scores of
3. One of these children had a good topic sente nce with the idea flowing thro ughout:
the ot her child presented a very well dev eloped story line as well which went from
rea listic fiction to fantasy.
Self .Ex.pressio n
.Enm.t.i2n. Twenty-one of the 29 children wrote factual acco unts of events in
their own lives or someone else 's with no hint of an:"emo tion. Th ey rece ived scores
of 0 (Table 6). Six stories contained some minor reference to emot ion. For
example : "then the real fun began", "it was gross" (meani ng awful), ' boo, boo ","yah,
yah", "worried sick". Th ese stories were awarded 1 point . Two stories received 2
points because the emot ion expressed was repetitive ~ I was very excited", ~ I couldn 't
wait". There were two emotions expressed in the one story- "We had a lot of fun"
and "she (Mom) was so proud",
Sensory ImpressjQ'l. None of the children indicated any se naery impressions
and therefore all but one rece ived a score of 0 (Table 6). One child made a close
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enough approximation tc receive a score of 1 with the phrase "he's a gruesome fix".
None of the children referred to the sense of touch, hearing, tasting or smelling.
There were references to thingsseen but these thingswere never described enough
to cause the investigator to award any points.
~
~. As Table 6 shows, the children used very common nouns and
verbs with few adject ives and adverb s in their early writings. Most re ceived scores
of 0 or 1. Many childre n wrote baseba ll stones or scary stories. using appropriate
voca bulary such as "pitched", "homerun", Winning", "ghost". "haunted",
There was,however, noattempt to use adjectives or adverbswith these words.
Three children were awarded scores of 2 or 3 because of the use of a variety of
interesting verbs and nounslike "that cat hissed","the stalks toweredabove him", and
the employment of engaging adverbs or adjectives such as "freshly mowed lawns",
"incredible", "luckiest day", "dead goat", "normal cartoon". Most of the adverbs and
adjectives used, however, werecommonones such as "one day", "every", "then", "big",
"little" and numbers.
Sentence StruetYre. One child who used short, simple sentences with no
connectives received a score of 0 (Table 6). Fifteen children used only the
connective "and"to join simple sentences. Theyobtained a score of 1. The following
is an example of this:
One day there was a little girl and her name was Melissa
and she had a dog named Fireball.
.,
Nine of the children used subo rdina tio n at least once, receiving a score of Z. The
following is an illustration of this:
On e day I was walking home from school and a big greer.
thing popped out in front of me. He took me 10 a big
cave and tied me up but he never knew that I had a knife.
Com plex sente nces. were used by four students who were awarded a ma rk of
3. Examples of these sentences included:
He too k me into a big cave and tied me up but he
nl:yr r knew Thill I had II knife
When he slopped he met a rat who called him right
back to the house•
..fu..nm.l..il.. Only one student showed no evidence of any knowledge of
punc tuation. Hissco re was 0 (Ta ble 6). Eight stude nts were awarded a pe rfect sco re
of 3. since they had al l the prope r punctuation in place. Twenty students rece ived
scores of 1 or 2, depending on their degree of omissions. All of these 20 began with
a capital lett er and ended the story with a period. Th ere were, however . vari ou s
places where appropriate punctua tion wasmissing.
Ana lysis of Writing (Mid.Study)
StOry Structu re
.Ii1l.c.. All children now supplie d a title for their stories with two titles bein g
inap propri ate . These students receive d a score of 1 as shown in Table 7. Five titles
built interes t in the story. ea rning a sco re of 3 for the writer . Examples o f these titles
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are: "Computer Explosion", "Krackup Soup","PlanetWife". The remaining22 titles
were general and did not build interest in the story. They receiveda score of 2.
~. Most children provided a very general setting for their stories with
expressio n such as "one day", "once upon a time", "in my back yard". Often the re was
an indicat ion of time or place bu t not both. resulting in 1 point being awarde d (Table
7). Sixchildren were a-warded 2 pointsbecause theygave specific times and places.
Forexample: "Oneday in 1919...inLexington, Kentucky", "Ina far awayplacewhere
the . alm trees growand the beach rock are as smooth as silk...", "It was Tuesday
night, the night befo re Hallowe'en. Tomorrow there was going to be a big
Hallowe'en pa rty at school". No child provided bo th time and place with descripti ons
of bot h. One child who gave no indication of lime or place rec eived a score of O.
Characterization. All of the children identified characte rs bUI most characters
were not deve loped. so that a score of 1 was given (Table 7). Eight chi ldren
developed cha racters to a degree throug h descr iption or actions as in the examples
shown below:
Geo rge was no fool. He didn' t believe that this little ogre
could eat him because this little ogre was only knee high !
And Geo rge fell over laughing.
There was a quie t little man who had no family and wanted
someo ne to share his beautifu l island with.
~. Eleve n children did nOI make use of any dialogue and received
scores of 0 (Tab le 7). A score of 1 was assigned to 6 childre n who used dia logue
once or the dialogue that was used was not effect ive. Examples of such dia logue
follow:
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"Let's go to that old castle."
I said "ok".
Twelve children were awarded scores of 2 or 3 for effective dialogue. This is
demonstrated by the following:
"I don't believe tha t you can eat me!" yelled George laughing.
Right after that the ogre bit him on the toe.
Clara heard her mom and dad say, "Sorry Cla ra can't come.
She is sick." When Clara heard this, she got into her
costumeand did her hair as fast as she could and opened
her window. "Clara Wellon is going on this trick-or-treating
no matter what," Clara said.
Then in a little voice the computer said, "What is your name?"
My name is . Then the teacher asked,
"__, are you talking?" No. miss.
Literary pevices. Most of the children' s stories were narra tives with no other
literary device. Such stories earned a score of 1 (Table 7). Nine stories contained
some literarydevice such as the three novel endingsthat the story was just a dream
or "to be continued", or "that wasjust the beginningof the woman'sadventure", and
notesand signs written as pictures. One storycontained a simile: "a glass of milkas
bigas a house"and "a slice of bread the size of a hayloft". These nine writers were
awarded scores of 2 {or their efforts.
~. Most childrendeveloped a story with ideas following logically
throughout. They received scores of 2 (Table 7). One child with a score of 0,
completely rambled with nocoherent ideas.
Sixchildren producedstories with some coherence but the stories were not
developed. One suchstorywasa retelling ofThe Three Little Pigs. Arother lacked
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a beginning;still another lackeda proper conclusion; twostoriespossessedconfusing
plots; while one story was too shor t to be developed .
Self Expression
..EmQ1i..Qn. Twenty two children wrote in the third pe rson with no ind ication
of personal involvement. Of the seven who wrote in the first person, four expressed
some emotion. One child. who was awarded a score of 3 (Table 7), wrote .:\story
called Do You Love Me? in which he was sad because he tho ught no one. loved h :~.
Thiswas his conclusion:
At dinne r I was not hungry. My mom gave me a kiss.
I said in my mind, they do love me.
Three othe r children received scores of 1 for the expressions, "I couldn't believe 0.
computer talking!", "I was scared .happy...impatient", and "I would like to go to my
friend's house again",
Sensory impression. As shown in Table 7. only 5 children included sensory
impressions in their stories. They received a score of 1. The majority of these were
impressions of feeling, with [he words. "The ground was soggy", "He dive d in the
milk. It was cold". "the beach rocks are as smooth as silk". One child attempted
sound impressions with the sentence, "all the bee said was buzz". Another child
presented a good visual impression with the following description:
The fourth house was a big house that had broken
windows and a chest outside . The chest was white.
The chest was big and dusty.
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That was the only detailed visual impression and there were no examples of tasting
or smelling included in the writing samples .
~. Mosl of the children used a varietyof nouns and verbs and
included simple adverbs and adjectives. Only 7 children did not do this. They
received scores of 1 (Tab le 7). The following illustrates their writing:
{Ie~ down by the door. When he looked out tbe door it
~ no one. It l'li\S just the wind. So he Yillll back upstairs.
Manychildrenchosea varietyof veryappropriate verbs, thus adding to the
quality of the scary. Some examples are:
When the ogre fell, he~ a hole full of gold!
Geo rge picked up a piece of gold. Anothe r pie ce
~initsspot.
She~ on her bed. She~ her dog om
from behind the dresser. C\ara~ to cry. She
~herdog.
He~ his teeth for two hours and then he
~..• The vampire~ downand~
the teenager...a dog~ through the woodsand
riwl!:.d all the flesh off the vampire...
One childused nine synonyms fornid.. Amongwhichwere "whispered"."thought".
"shouted" "explained"."replied".
Onlyseven'children includednoadjectiveoronlyoneadjectivein their writing
samples. Mostchildren used onlycommonadjectivessuchas, big. old, small. happy,
scared. Sixchildren supplied very interesting adjectivesamongwhich were '~
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discovery", "he was~", "ladder was..s.nu..di.c..c", "he was Iimili..ar {Q her",
While adverbs occurred less frequently than did adjectives. seven children
used adverbsother than the most commonones such as, "nor, "once", "lasrv then",
"Finally", "excitedly","probably","already", "never", "ever" are samples.
Sentence Structur e. None of the writing samples consisted solely of short
simple sentences. Five of the 20 children received a score of 1 (Table 7) when they
used simple sentences connected by "and", with no subordination. The examples
below illustrate this,
Theybecamebest friends. Adamwent to Tim's house to
play Nintendo. Tim finished it and Adam got to the
best level and got knled.
One day a truck was coming past myhouse and it stopped
at my driveway and took my dog and cat and my mom called
AI and we got my dog and cat back and then ...
Ten of the children, earned scores of 3, used simple sent ences and a variety of
complex sentences in their writings. Some examples follow:
~ Kirk was done ea ting, he couldn't drink the
milk because he was too full after ea ting the bread.
Once upon a time there was a town called Chew and
Swallow. There were no Stores in Chew and Swallow
~ wheneve r it rained , it didn 't rain plain
rain. It rained juice or milk.
One day a woman was walking in the woods~
a dove fell out of a tree. It was bleeding and
crying 00..00.00.. The woman said. "Little dove,
come.and. I will give you a home.
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There was a very old trap.1hR1 wasat the door.
It-was an axe tha t was mor e than 200 years old.
It fell.a.ndhit tbem.hlu it wasso old.1hi1 it
fell and turned to sand.
Ha lf of the students used a comb ination of simple sentences joined by"and" and one
or two examples of subordination. Suchconstructions were assigned a score of 2.
~. All stude nts indicated knowledge of punc tuatio n to varying
degrees,with twelve studentsmakingno errors. Thesestudentswere awarded scores
of 3 (Table 7). Only three students received scores of 1, with little evidence of
proper punctuation. Th e remaining 14 students, with fewer omiss ions, earned score s
0£2.
AnalYsis of Writing (Postlest)
SIDorStOiet ur e
.:Ii1k. All children provided an appropriate title or one that built interest,
ear ning scores of 2 or 3, as shown in T able 8. Among the most interes ting of those
seven titles that were awarded scores of 3 were the following: "The Door to the
Other Land", "The Bee Wife", "An Extremely Bad Mouse, a true story", 'Th e
Wonderland in the Attic".
..s..e..uini. Just over half of the children provided only a genera l setting for their
stories. They received scores o f 1, as shown in Table 8. Examples of these general
sett ings are:
Once upon a time there was a place called Horseland.
All the horses lived there.
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One day I went to the zoo with my mom.
One day a little flea got caught on a dog.
Somespecificsettingswereassignedscores of 2.
It was a windy blowing day, it was a
good day to go fly a kite, but it was winter.
On September 4th, 1765 in a village in Russia there
were two children.
It was the twenty-third day of December and everyone
in town was getting ready for the bigday in twomore days.
Scoresof 3 were awarded ( 0 only 3 settings that provideda description of both time
and place.
One day a long, long time ago there lived a man named
Ray. He lived in a little house on Pohill and at the
bottom of the hill was a forest.
It was Christmas Eve. Michael and Megan had just
come in from sliding. There was hot chocolate with
marshmallowsand soup on the table.
Characterization, All of the children identifiedcharacters but manywerenot
developed, so that a score of 1 wasgiven to these 12students (Table 8). Twelve
other students made attemptsto develop theircharacters through either description
for their actionsandwere, therefore,awardedscores of2. Two of theseare quoted
below.
One day there wasan ant named John. He liked to
explore alot. One day he founda strangeworld
with big creatures and big forestson their heads.
10\
Fudge wa the funniest out of all of them. Andrew
was brave and like exploring things and places. But
Andrew was the smartest, he wasthe oldest and was
the leade r in everything.
Only 3 children were awarded scores of 3 for their descriptions and behaviour of
their cha racte rs. An example from one is quoted below.
Red Bullwas alwaysmad and grumpybut worst of
all he was a bull to her and for that matter an
uglyone with two large horns and a scruffytai l...
Big Red Bull came out of woods and chased little Ruby away.
Most of the character development that was produced resulted from actions or
dialogue of the characters , not descr iption.
~. Nine children did not make use of any dialogue and received
scores of 0 (Table 8). When dialogue was used it was gene rally effective, which
allowed scores of 2 or 3 depending on the degree of effectiveness, Some examples
follow,
When they looked under the tree there was
nothing there! "Oh dear! Where are all
our presents?" asked Megan. "I don't know!"replied
Michael. "1 wish Uncle Wallywas here," whispered Megan.
Just then out of nowhere Uncle Wally jumped up
"Surprise!"he shouted.
"wh y are you crying?" "I'm cryingbecause I'm
cold and lonely." "w ell you aren't lonely anymore
because I'm here," said the voice. "Don't go,
please don't go,"said the blue jay.
"Say, where is your father now? Is he still alive?
Can we go and visit him?" said Tom in one deep breath.
"Hold your horses Tom. 1 can only answerone
ouestion at a time!" the flea said in relief,
"First of all, yes, he is still alive and he has a
very good house on a cat,"
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I jterarv deyjces, Most of the children's stories were narratives with no other
literary device. Scores of I were assigned to them (Table 8). Seven children were
awarded scores of 2 for their attempts at literarydevicessuch as incorporatingspeech
balloons in the story; writing the cliff hanger ending, "You can find out what
happened in the next book of Fudge, Pete and Andrew in Toyland"; describing a
human from an ant's point of view, as "bigcreatures with little forests on their heads
and only two legs"; and speaking to the reader directly.
~. Most children developed a story with ideas following logically
from beginning to end. receiving scoresof either 2 or 3 (Table 8) dependingon the
originality in the story. Three children obtaining scores of 1 produced stories with
some coherence but the stories were not developed.
Self-Exoression,
..Em..2.tllm, Twenty-three children wrote in the third person with no indication
of personal involvement. Five children received scores of 1 for their minor
emotional references (Table 8), Among these reactions were, "I love her" (her
sister), "I reallydid miss her' (a friend), "I was very bappy then",
~~. As shown in Table 8, only 8 children included sensory
impressions in their stories. Obtainingscores of 1. There were 2 examples of the
sense of taste with the words, "nice sweet honey". "nice juicy mouse", and two
examplesof touch;"warmco7:jbeds"and "cold and wet", Another child hinted at the
sense of smell bysaying, "he smelled a strange aroma" and identifying it later as hay
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cooking. One childincorporated twosenses together with the sentence. "Irwascozy
inside. smelled yummy,and wasverycomfortable".
~. Most of the children used a variety of nouns and verbs and
included simple or even some unique adverbs and adjectives. Four children did not
do that arid received a score of 1 (Table 8). This is illustrated by the following:
One day I was walking home from school and 1
saw my friend, Terry Lynn come along and I said
to Terry l ynn, "Do you want to play with me?"
Many children chose a variety of veryappropriate verbs which added to the quality
of th e writing. Some examples follow:
Th e beetl e~ along the floor and he
~atunnel. He~and~
off the ground and .mm into the ai r.
Dr. Wily bad been watching every move they.JIli'k
on his computer view screen. He turned around
in hisseat and.IIlll.W.l2kd, "It's you who~
tomorrowl" Dr. Wily~ a button and a panel on
his computer SIlk and a code board~.
All the children included adjectives. Somewere common adjectives but many
were interesting ones such as 'XriKhing noise",~ ~, ~.lill!.&h time",~
father", ~ world", ~ hill", ~ of himself" , Many children used two
adjectivestogether in their writings, for example:~ forest", ~beaut i fll ! yaune
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Many students included adverbs. Among the most interesting were the
following: "I looked~". "he was~ mad", "she said~. "she
became~ in love","Ias1 asleep snoring.i~a=t, "Meganwent~ to sleep", "the
beetle got home~., "and .fiIWb: he left", "Megawas~ alive".
~enlence stmC!ure. All but one of the writing samplescontained both simple
and complex sentences. Students were assigned a score of 2 or 3, depending on the
degree 10which they used complex sentences (Table 8). The following examples of
writing were assigned a score of 2.
One day in a beehive there was a meeti ng about a
presen t for the queen. They said, "Let's get her
a diamond." So they went to the grocery store for
the diamond for the queen.
One day in 1705,a man named Koko was looking for
some wood. One night in May, a knock came to his
door. A beautifulyoung girl was standing there.
Koko asked if she would come in.
The next morning I went out to the place where I
set up the net. I looked very carefully. I saw
that there wassomething in the net.
The samples quoted below were awarded scores of 3.
Today was December 23, 1981. The boys got out of
bed and went downstairs to get some breakfast.
When the boys finished breakfast, they got ready
to go outside. When they got up the hill they saw
a polar bear that came out ofa door in the middle
of the hill.
When we were there we showed rbe lady at the front
desk our tickets and she told us that we had to go
to gate 14 because that was where our plane was.
When we finally got there we boarded the plane and
took our seats.
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Mega Man swore to get revenge . The re was only one
person who could help him, Dr. Light's so rt, J immy
Light. MegaMangot to the houseand knockedon the door.
.fu.n.ml..a.t.i. All students indicated knowledge of punctuation to varying
degrees. Seventeen students who made no errors, earned scores of 3 (Table 8).
Three students who gave little evidence of correc t punctuation, received scores of 1,
while the rem aining eight with fewer omissions. earned scores of 2.
Trends in Writ jng Deyelopment
Three samples of writ ing from each child were analyzed with a focus on the
qua lity of structure, self expression and language. A comparison of the findings
reveal ed cer tain general trends in the writing developmen t of the children .
Tables 9 and 10 indicate improvement in the children's writing as the study
progressed, with most improvement coming during the first half of the study.
Although the children 's writing development appeared to stabil ize, the re were still
signs of progress. The analysis of the writing samples comple ted at the beginning of
the study revealed that the children already possesse d a certai n "sense of story- which
Huck et al (1987) maintai ned is a result of exposure to good literature. Since the
childr en wer e in the fourth grade and had been exposed to some lite rature through
reading aloud by previous teache rs, it was expected that the children would show
some "sense of story". Both Applebee (1978) and Brown (19n ) believed that a
"se nse of story- is developmental. The ana lyses of the writing samp les comp leted in
this study support this view. Except for the use of literary devices, there was a
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consistent increase in the scores of the elements of story structure . This was
especially obvious in the areas of dialogue, coherence and characterization . At the
conclusion of the study the children were writing much longer pieces with more
character developmen t through the use of dialogue, description and actions. Also,
therewasmore plot development, witha logicalsequence of events characterizedby
a definite and lengthy beginning, middle and end. The children were exposed to
whatHuck (19n) called "booklanguage", whichshe believed would be incorporated
Into their writing. Accord ing to the increased sco res in vocabulary and sentence
structure in the three samples, the children were indeed attempting 10 include the
complex language of lite rature in their writing through the use of a variety of verbs,
more vivid adjectives and , to a lesser extent, livelier adverbs. The ir writing at the
end of the study was also much less stilted, with the employment of more complex
sentence structure that included subordination and clauses. There was much less
reliance on the use of "and', not only because of the more frequent clause usage, but
also as a result of the use of proper punctuation.
Without having been specifically required to do so, the children produced
various forms of writing whichincluded poetry, biography, Clod fairytales. It appears
that exposure to the various genr e in the literature selections motivated them to
attemp t these forms the mselves. Dalton {1985) found tha t when exposed to poetry,
fantasy and fairytales, first graders could themselves produce these forms of writing.
As the children of the present study read more chapte r books independently and
became aware of books to which there were seque ls such as Bank' s~
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~, and the Narnia series (C.S.Lewis). their own pieces included chapters,
and many students wrote sequels to stories they had written earlier. Some of the
more artistic students were asked by others to illustrate their books. The children's
exposure to fine literature had demonstrated to them that an author and an
illustrator of the one book are not necessarily the same person.
Self expression in the forms of sensory impression and emotion, was the
fea ture that develop ed the least in this study. In fact, the children tended to express
themselves lessas the study progressed. This may be due, in part, to the fact thai the
children wrote fewer pieces in the first person but, instead. tended to write
omnisciently. These findingsare not supported by those of Noseworthy (1988)whose
results revealed an increase in self expression of the children in their writing. The
age of the students may be a factor, since older children lend to be less self-centred
and more inhibited.
The inhibitions of the children were a factor in publishingand reading their
stories to others. While they welcomed the production of their published stories,
some were reluctan t to share them with the other members of the class,especially
at the beginningof the study. They were either too shy or they felt the stories were
not of a sufficiently high standard. The latter meant that theywere aware of a sense
of audience which Graves (1983) stressed as very important in the writing
development of children. They would, however, then, make an effon to write their
best because, as one child said, "Miss, anyone might read this." One parent
commented on her child's awareness of proper spelling and grammarwhen she said:
no
Typing little books has made __ realize that
when he's typingand makes an error he has to use
white out to erase his mistakes. He is taking
more time and being more careful. It is teaching
him he should hand Ia neat work. h is making
him check his spelling and grammar .
Another parent commented that her child "takes more pride and time do ing his
stories".
Writing Attitud e and Habits
One of the questions basic to this studywas whether or not dailyexposure 10
8000 children's literature would motivate sradents to write and bring enjoyment to
the task. In an effort to answer tbisques tion. a writing att itude questionna ire was
administe red at the beginn ing of the study and again at the end Scores on the
questionnaire revealed that indeed the children did have a more positive attitude
toward writing at the end of the study (Table 11). This was most obvious in the
increased positive answers to questions 1. 5. 9. 13. 15 and 16, all of which focuson
enjoying writing. The increased numberof positive answers to questions 6. 7. 10. 11
and 12 indicated that the children became involved with others and wished to share
the enjoyment theyfound in writing. The responses to questions 18and 19 revealed
that at the end of the study the children placed less emphasis on the mechanics of
writing and mure on the content. There was, however, an increased awarenessof the
import...nee of both aspects of writing. Another observation that can be made from
the responses to litis questionnaire is that by the end of the study the children were
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writing both long and short stories, possibly indicating that lengt h alone was not an
impor tant cons ideratio n. The numbe r of responses concerni ng writers the children
knew increased from a total of 39 to 23j', There is no doubt that the respondents'
knowledge of and familiarity with children's literatu re had expanded.
At the beginning of the programme,when timewas provided for writingsome
students found it difficult to get started. Even after the reading of a litera ture
selection they still had "nothing to write about ". "I can't write about tha t" or "I don't
want to"were frequent responses. By the end of the programme there were fewsuch
problems. All the children went about contentedly writing abo ut something and
discussing their writing with their peers or the teacher. Many students demanded
extra writing time, with the rest of the class joining in a chorus of "Yes, Miss, we
want longer to write!", and "Miss, can we have writing all day?" As a result of these
pleas, one afternoon the scheduled one hour language arts period was extended to
include the whole afternoon. This meant that children's thoughts were uninterrup ted
and they soon saw the outcome of their efforts.
The remedial reading teacher, who regularly provided extra assistance to
students 8, 21 and 24, noticed a change in the general attitude of these students. She
reported that they arrived at her class in a happier frame of mind and expressed a
positive attitude toward writing. Tha t particular teacher, interes ted in the litera ture
programme that was being carr ied out in the classroom, arrived one day to listen first
hand 10 the reactions of the children. She stood in disbelief at the enthusiasm for
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writing displayed bythe children when she asked them qu estions abou t thei r feelings
on writing and reading.
Another indicator of the children's growing interest in writing was the
increased length of their stories. The samples of writing in the pretest were never
longer thanone pageand mostoften theywere halfa pageor even less. By the end
of the programm e ma ny students were producing some stories that were two, three
and up to six pages in length. These ' tong" stories were not required or even
suggested; the childre n were motivated by pure enjoyme nt of writing. The se same
childre n still wrote som e short stories, depending on the ir topic. Th ey a ppeared to
realize that le ngth alone did not necessari ly produce an excellent story.
The children's writing foldersinitiallyweretobe kept in the writingcentre for
them to retrieve during writing sessions. As the children became involved in their
writing.theywanted to keep their folders at their desks for easy accesswhenthey
had some free moments at any timeof the day.
At the end of the programme, the parents were asked to answer a
questionnaire (Appendix Q) to help the investigator in the evaluation of the
programme. Table 12 summarizes the results of the twenty r.oIe questionnaires
returned. The results indicate that the parents perceived the children usenjoyingthe
writing programme. The nature of the parents' responses is indicated by some of
their comments reported below:
We find that she is general ly more articulate and
spends more time writing stories. poetryand letters
that are not expected for school.
TABLE 12
PARENT WRITING·OI JESIIONNAIRE RESULTS
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We have witnessed the start of a very keen interest
in writing ab out his life. We have noth ing but
pra ise (cen ainly respect as well ) for how this
pro gramme has helped him.
I feel that _ _ enjoys writing much more this
year than in the past but I do feel that at times
be does not want me to proof read. I have come to
the conclusion that it l'ibeca use he may think I
will point out errors so I have tried to read without
correcting as I would not want him to think he was not
doing a good job.
I kno w that the programme have improved __ a lot
in the area doing stories.
The programme appears to be an excellent one. We
find that enjoys writin g alot mo re this year.
_ _ has been quoted as saying,"Gee, Mom,school
is fun this year !"
He takes more pride a nd time doing his writt en stories.
_ _ also look; forward to going [ 0 school.
The results of the att itude questionnaire administered to the childr en clea rly
indicated an improved alti tude on the part of the students toward writing. The
observations and co mments made by the teacher and stude nts a lso provided
confinnation of the enjoymen t the students received from their writ ing. Many
par ents not ed change s in thei r child ren regarding their wr iting ha bits and their
att itudes toward writing. Based on this sample . there is stro ng evide nce to su pport
the view that exposu re to fine children' s lite ratu re ca n have a positive influenc e on
children's desire to write.
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Student Involvement and Reaction
Lite ratu re Pre senta tions
From the beginning of the study the children were eager to listen to the
stories and poems being read to them. At first some children, especially those at the
haltom of the horseshoe (See Appendix J for classroom floor plan), asked if they
could come to the fron t of the room. Befo re long most of the class sat or lay on the
carpet or sat with their friends who were near the front. Even during the first week
their appreciatio n was obvious as they gave their undivided attention to the teacher .
Freque ntly, when the reading period was finished there would be requests for
"another one", During the presentations the children enjoyed making predictions
about the outcome. Occasiona lly the predictions were sparked by the tille , other
times by various stages of the pial. The point was made that being right or wrong
was not the issue; it was the logic of their predictions that they should conside r. One
selectio n that produce d many predictions was Blume's~. The children
enthusiastical ly made their predic tions at the end of ea ch chapter and then sat
eager ly listening to the reading. They we re held spe llbound all the way th rough the
book. The next day one child cam e to school with some freckle juice for the class,
having made up the recipe the previous night.
Poetry, especially humoro us poe try, was always received with delight. The
rhythm of the poem 'The Monkeys and the Crocodile" by Richards was so alluring
that the children tappe d their feet and after 2 or 3 readings were able to join in on
key words. Dennis Lee's poetry was a favourite, as was tha t of Shel Silverstein . The
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child re n freque ntly requ ested, -Miss, read one more" or -Miss. can we have a copy
of that DOer The girls. especially,delighted in the poem 'The New Kid on the Block-
by Prelutsky, while the boysstared open -mouthed at the end. The poems of Allen
Allsbe rg in Please Me; Butl~ were re lished by Ihe ch ildren, especial ly as they
attempted to write extra verses for particular poems. Some children brought poems
that they found and liked to be shared with the d ow. A highlight for the students
and the teache r was a visit to the classroom by a local writer, Tamar a Squlr es.vvho
had just published a book of poems. Whil e most of the poems were philo sophical
and a litt le above the level of nine year a ids, the writer provided inspira tion to [he
children through her presence and her simple explanations of the imagery in her
poetry .
Early in the progranune it wasevident that the childre n were becoming aware
of variou s au thors and illustrators. Th ey began to seek OUtbooks by authors they
had come to like such as Betsy Byars, Chris Van Alsburg and E. B. White. Thiswas
especially noticeabl e when they were at the school librarychoosing a book, perusing
their book orders and assessing the new books that were brought to the classroom
for the m. O ne parent said tha t her child "has always bee n a good reader but has
gone from Babysitter's Club to C.S. lewis since September". Another parent told of
overhearing his child and anothe r mem ber of the class at home discussing the
writings of Beverly Cleary and C.S. lewis. The illustrations of Barbar a R eid did not
go unnoticed by the students. They were quick to recognize them in thei r French
textboo k, for which Barbara Reid did provide some illustratio ns. During the read ing
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of Aliki's The Two Qf Them one child commented , "Miss, the pictures really suit the
story in this book."
From the beginning of the programme the various aspects of stories were
discussed with the children . The meaning of titles was considered before and after
the reading . Discussion occurred on the point of view from which the story was
written. The children were encouraged to speculate on what the story would be like
written from another' s view point such as that of Charlotte instead of Fern in White 's
Charlotte's Web. Characters from different books were compared and contrasted,
as quotes from the stories supported views presented.~ by Bauer
provided the students with practice on character analysis, as did Byars·~.
The writer' s choice of interesting verbs. adject ives and adverb s became a focus during
many readings. Scenes or character s with vivid description were rere ad for emphas is
and to savour the expressions, as were spirited, lively actions . Children were soon
observing such language in their own reading and pointing it out to the class. Books
with a common thread were read and discussed with a view to using them as mode ls
for writing. Cooper's The Selkje Girl and Yagawa's Ih~_C[lUI~_-"l{ik were utilized
in this way as was Myers' Sidney Rella and The G lass Sneaker and Briggs'1im....lm!l.
~.
The author's purp oses for writing and lessons to be learned from the story, as
well as the age level of the intended audience were often focuses of discussion.
Gackenbach 's Harry and the Terrible Whatzit and Viorst's Alexande[ and the
Terrible Horrib le No Good Very Bad Day both provided a basis for discussion in
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those areas. The children then centred their attention on their own purposes for
writing and the age level of theiraudiences.
Al l literature presentations were welcomed by the children a nd given thei r
undivided anention. Requests to 'R ead the next chapter" were not uncommon.
Although all class members had a copy of .cb.arlQIte's Web (White), most preferred
to listen because"Miss,you read it so nice. Youmake it sound so reat," After two
or three children, as well as the teacher, wiped their eyes during the read ing of
SadakQ and the ThQllSaod Paper Cranes (Coerr), the point was made tha t there is
no need to be ashamed of showing emo tions; that is the powe r of litera ture , an d that
fine books will often evoke such strong emotional responses.
IndependeD! Reading
The reading centre (as described in Chapter III) wasdesigned with the help
of the children.who eagerlybrought stuffedtoysandcushionsto providecomfortand
interest. It proved to be rarely empty. During independent reading sessions there
wasoften a race to get there, since limits had beenset on how manychildren it could
serve at one time. Some children. recognizing that the area would be crowded.
preferred to remain in their seats and read. Otherssat in the writingworkshop while
several found corners and tables whichallowed them some privacy. Photographs of
children engaged in independent readingare provided in AppendixO.
At first there were four or fivechildren whoexperienceddifficultyin choosing
a bookeven though there were many from which to choose. These children had to
be encouraged to read a shan book because of their lack of attention span and
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readingskills. Twoor three of themindicatedthat they feltself conscious reading
an "easy book and needed assurance that it was fine to rend whatever was
comfonable (or them. After seeing the more capable readers reading picture books,
this was no longer of concern to them.
When designated reading time was given, most children became totally
involved in their chosen book. Many were reading chapter books which could take
days to finish. They rarely wanted to stop when the teacher thought they might be
tiredor whenshe wished to go on to someother activity. Therefore,equal lengths
of assigned reading time were not given everyday, since there had to be time
provided for writing, response to literature and listening . The children , however, did
read everyday, either during designated reading times, after work was finished in
other subjects or at night. Some voracious readers attempted to read during
instruction time in other subjects. Many read at recess and lunch times.
As explained in Chapter III, the children kept a record of their readings on
file cards. After finishing a book at home the night before they would often rush in
the classroom in the morning to write up the card for their files. At first some
competitive students regarded the record keeping as a race and quicklyread through
easy picture books 10add another to their collection. Once that idea was dispelled,
those children joined the others in reading books more challenging and more suited
to their abilities. Table 13indicates that the number of books read by many children
decreased toward the end of the study. This is not an indication of a waning interes t
but, instead, is a result of their reading longer chapter books instead of all short
picture hooks. Many children read the picture books in class time, especially during
TABLE 13
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the day of the .na ming the books arrived at school, but kept their chapter book to
read duringany free time andat r :c.hL The total number of books read byeach child
ranged from a minium of 9 to a ma.rimumof 158 (fable 13). The total number of
booksread by the class was 1.363 and the average numbe r was 47. orall the books
that came jOlothe classroom from thevarioussources not one wasmisplaced or lost.
The children respected the monetary value of books and they accepted responsibility
for returning booksthat were not theirs to keep.
The children were encouraged to share the books with their families. Many
did this by read ing a picture book to a younger sibling or reading a chapter book
with paren ts who read a chapter aloud. Some children told of Mom's eagerne ss to
find out more or Grandmother's wanting to borrow the book. The y, then, would
seek titles by those authors whose books they bad enjoyed.
Discussions etten occurred in the classroom about the quality of the books.
I£a child experienced difficultymakinga choice,someone offered suggestionsbased
on his/ her reading experiences. Commentsof 'This one is excellen-t"or "I'm going
10read that one again- were heard. Some reluctant readers at first would choose a
book that hadjust been read to them to the dismay of other classmembers who were
quicklyassured that this practice was acceptable. Styles of writing were discussed by
circles of students. as were styles of art shown in the illustrations. Students became
aware of such awards as the Canadian Library Association Book of the Year Award
and the Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon Award, as well as the Newbery and
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Cal decott awar ds from the United States. They recogni zed the award emblems whe n
they appeared on the covers of the book s.
Creati ve Re sponse 10 l ite rature
The creativeresponses to the literature the children heardconsistedofvarious
Conusof art, drama, or writing,with drama being the favourite. Often therewas a
combination of these responses. Because of the children's love for drama a
performancewasoften in progress. This usually required minimalpreparation by the
teacher. The children were able to organize themselvesin groups.decide on a stage
performance or puppet show and ma ke the necessary prepar ations. For her gro up's
puppet play of Charlo!!e's Web (White) one child distributed to the class
"programmes" that she had produced from her home computer. Some puppets were
borrowed from the class French kit; others were made both at home and at school.
A puppet theatre had been built previously by the caretaker of the school. Some
children prefer red to stage a live production. Pippi In ngstockjng (Lindgren) was
dramatized by three children laking the major roles. Many other stories were
dramatized either on stage or throughpuppets. Pictures of productions are included
in Appendix L
Children were encouraged to improvise rather than to learn exact words. In
that waythey were "forced" to enter the characters' minds and feelings. Most of the
children were -ager to participate in the activities. One very self conscious, quiet
boy, who lacked self confidence, absolutely refused to have any pan. He was
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encouraged but not forced . By the end o the programme he was s.iyly practising
with a puppetwhen there was no inte nded audience .
With the children's increasing awareness of illustra tors, art beca me another
favourite formof responding to the literature selections. Mosaicswere created using
pencil and three dimensional materials . The starkness of the trees in November
outside the classroom window, combined with the haiku poetry of George Swede
and Harry Behn, inspired an activity of straw pa inting followed by attempts at haiku
writing. The reading of Hiroshima NQ Pika (Maruld) resulted in the shaping of
paper lanterns. These were displayed with the poppies and crosses to mark
Remembrance Day. As a response to Sadako and the Thousand Pa per Cranes
(Cae rr) the children folded origami paper cranes. These they arrange d in the fonn
of a wreath in memory of Sadako. Th e lflusrrc-Ions of Barbara R eid motivated the
class to try their hands at depicting a favourite book using coloured play dough.
They were all pleased with the results of their efforts. During the last week of the
programme the children wondered what to do as a lasting reminder of the litera ture
programme. Thr ough discussion the idea of an an rug emerged. With coloured
marke rs each child drew on a white handkerch ief an illustration for a favourite book.
A parent sewed the resulting individual blocks of all of the children to l' large piece
of material, thus producing a literature quilt as a perm anent statement of the
children's enjoyment. This litera ture quilt was hung in the school's library.
Photographs and copies of various art activities can be see n in Appendices Land R.
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Anoth er form of creative response to the litera ture selections was wd ling.
C hildren wrot e not only sto ries, which have been discussed in detail elsewhe re, but
also poems, letters, journal entries and newspaper ar ticles. Edward Lear's limer icks
provided motivation for many 10produce their own. Other poems were written after
th e first snowfall a nd the reading of several poems abou t snow . The completio n of
Bauer's .Qn...Mx....H2DQ[, see med to demand poetry. The children had been quite
involved emotionally with the book and wanted to express some of this emotion. The
reading of other books resulted in letters being written to authors expressing
e njoyment of the wor k and asking quest ions. Imaginary letters were also wr itten to
Sadako, as the children tried to empathize with her after thinking about some sad
experiences in their own lives. They also wrote about occasions when they paid
respect to sormone dead such as trips to the cemetery to the graves of their
grandparents. Samples of their writing appear in Appendix R.
Terry: A Case Study
Terry lives with his parents and siblings in a small home in rural
Newfoundland. He has a much older brother and sister. both of whom have
struggled through their early grades and are now in high school. Terry has lived in
the same commnnity all of his 9 years and has attended the same school there. He
travels on the school bus everyday. Terry is not involved in any organized activity
except to attend Sunday school. After school he watches T.V. or plays outdoors with
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his friends. He has not been exposed to a variety of experiences. but he did have a
trip to St. Pierre.
It was recognized early in his school life that Terry needed exira help,
especiallywith reading. Eversince second grade Terry had been receivinghelp from
the remedial reading teacher. He is a good, industrious worker but he lacks self-
confidence. A very quiet, passivebOY,T er!)'sometimes appears to have little energy.
His non-aggressive manner has kept him in the background, never in any kind of
trouble, but always an observer . Reading and writing have not been activitie s that
he has particularly enjoyed. Observations of Te rry's behaviour throu ghout this study
have provided insights into his development as a read er and as a writer as he
engaged in these activities.
Readin~ Performance and Behaviour
The results of the Gates MacGinitie reading Tests administere d at the
beginning of this study revealed that T errywas indeed, reading be low his grade level,
with grade scores of 2.5 in vocabulary and 2.4 in compre hension. The tes t results a t
the end of the study indicated that he was still readi ng belowgrad e levelwith no gain
in vocabulary. Comprehension, however, showed a gain of 1.1.
From the beginning of the prog ramme Terry appea red to enjoy listening to
the stories being read aloud. Even though his seat was nrar the teacher he always
liked to move closer and assume a relaxed position or. the carpet. He frequent ly
raised his hand, indicating a desire to see the book at the end of the reading.
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Terry's tum to be librarian came early in the progranune and at first he was
reluctant to undertake that responsibility. He was morepositiveabout assumingthe
responsibility upon learning that he had a partner who needed his help. He very
capably filled the role of librarian and, even after the end of .his term, he could be
seen help ing his successor organize the books and set up displays.
At first T erry expressed no opinion on his choice of response to the literature
selections he heard . He did not appear to enjoy any pa rticular response, although
he made it obvious that he enjoyed the literature itself. He always preferre d the
passiverole, never selecting anythingthat meant activeparticipation on his part. He
did not care for art, perhap s because he never thought that he could do anything
well. He was too inhibited to ta ke par t in drama or music and he did not like
writing. As time went on, however, he came 10enjoy all of these activities to varying
degrees. His contribution to the literature quilt (discussed elsewhere in this chapter )
was meti culously drawn and proudly displayed. While he did not take an active role
in a drama production, he willingly worked behind the scenes and it appeared, at the
end of the study, that he might like to try an active role, since he was seen "inside"
the puppet theatre pretending to do a skit.
During independent readin g sessionsTerry at first experienced grea t difficulty
in choosing a book. His choice would inevitably be one that had been previously
read aloud. At times he was observed just looking a t the pictures . When he
attempted to read he would seek help with the identification of word s. He was well
aware of his reading inadequacies and would explain, "Miss, I can 't read very good".
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He was always open and honest abo ut his inabilities. even to the point of being
resigned to them rather than actively involved in changing them.
Through constant enco uragement by the teacher to believe in himself and
throughpeer tutoring,which he appeared to enjoyand occasionallyinitialed, Terry
came 10 regard indepe ndent reading time as enjoyable and less frustra ting. Boo ks
by Robert Munsch became favourites asdid the Amelia Bedelia series. He enjoyed
poe try and often selected a book of poems. He especially enjoyed~
~ byShe! Silverstein.
Terry faithfully kept a record of his reading on his me cards. Most cardshad
only the title and author/illu strator with no comment. By the end of October,
however, he ventured a comm ent on The G hos!.Eye Tree by Bill Martin, Jr . and
John Archambault. He printed "The boyfound his hat", His card for~
by G eorge Swede had the comment, "I like the poems very much",
By the end of the programme Terry was enjoying the reading sessions more
and more. His interest in booksexte nded beyond the classroom. On a number of
occasions he arrived at school ando us to write up a card because; as he expressed.
-Miss, I finished that book last night". His mother felt that Terry, indeed, was
readin g more frequently and more confidently than he had before the studystarted.
According to his responses on the Inventory of Reading Att itude forms
completed at the beginning and at the end of the study, Te rry's attitud e toward
reading became more positive but he still did not regard himself as a good reader
for his age . Neven beless, at the end of the study he felt reading time was the best
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pan of tbe schoc' dayand he liked to read all kinds of books. He no longer thought
that most thingswere more fun than reading ant' he even expressed a desire to have
morebooksto read. Clearly,btspreviously negative attitude had undergonea drastic
change . His outlook had become much more positive.
Writing Pe rformance and Behaviou r
At the beginning of tbe study, writing appeare d to be a real chore for Terry.
He sat with a blank sheet of paper and an apparent blank mind. as he painfully
declared, "Miss, I don't have anything to write about." Most of his early attempts
were accounts of his own experiences. In September he wrote the following:
no
In this piece of writing Terry used no conventions except (or a capitalle tter
at the beginning and a period at the end. He did not even make use of the common
beginnings. "Once upon a time" or "One day". The story, which was untitled,
contained no character development. no story line and nodialogue. His ideas move
around with very little cohere nce. His attempts at invented spelling do indicate a
willingness to take some risks.
Terry alwaysseemed to have diffi'-'l1ty getting started on a topic and he could
not let his imagination go. By late October he was still writing personal accounts,
hut by this time these accounts included some hint of story. The following was
writt en the end of October.
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In this passage there is a title and an obvious beginning. While punctuatib~1
and capital letters are not ail correctly placed, there is a very real improvement in
this regard. There isa definite story-line and the story is quite coherent. The use
of the words "barmpr; -finally", and "probably" indicate a growing working
vocabulary, Although me conventions are nOIincluded, there is dialogue.
Terry wasveryaware of audience. He often indicated concern that someone
would see his work.. He did not want to read his stories aloud. This lack of self
confidence hindered his progress. He did, however. enjoy usingthe computer and
preferred to publish hisstories that way. He waswilling to have a friend sit with him
at the computer to help.
Toward the middle of November, Teny wrote the following piece in response
to the reading of The Sellcic:Girlby Susan Cooper:
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This piece of writing has many more of the conventions of story writing, including
title, some setting, a good Story line albeit a little unbelievable. dialogue with
quotation marks and some underdeveloped characters. Terry has employed some
interestingvocabularysuch as "looked verycarefully", "little lady". "hooked up a net",
Also he has writtensomecomplexsentences using the connectives"when","and", and
' where". Th e story has a definite beg inning. middle and end . Even though the story
is obviously not true, Terry is still writing in the first person.
Towards the end of the study Terry started a story which he entitled "The Ant
in the Meadow". This piece of writing was in response to Van Alsbu rg's~
Arts.. This time he finally wrote in the third person with an unnamed character, a
boy.
At the end of the studyTerry approached a writingtaskmuch more positively
and with less trepidation. An examination of his answersto the questions on the
inventory of writing attitude indicates a change from a very negative to a more
positiveattitude. For example, he reversed hisanswerstoward the positive on such
questionsas "Do youlike writing stories?","Do yougethelp from your friends when
youwrite?"and"Doeswritinga story makeyoufeel good?" These were all answered
in the affirmative on the post questionnaire. The remediaJ reading teacher, whom
he sawthree times a week, observed that Terry appeared happier about comingto
schoolgenerally and was much more anxiousto write for her. He was a lso more
willing to present hiswork to her, she reported.
III
Terry demonstratedan interestin booksfrom thestart of the programme.not
so muchin readingindependently as in listeningto storiesbeingread aloud. He also
enjoyed looking at the pictures of the story he had just heard and he frequently
attempted to read the book himself. Although he did not make the expected gains
in vocabulary,his gains in comprehensionwere higher than expected. His general
behaviour throughout the study indicated a developing enthusiasm for books and a
growing awarenessof the joy that fine literaturecan offer.
Although Terry did not showanyeagerness to write storiesat the beginning
of the study, thisattitude changed. Slowlyhe developeda tolerance for the activity
and, later, even some enthusiasm as he saw his thoughts and words take on new
form, His growth in writingwasobvious,as samples produced at variousstages of
the studywere examined. The stories to whichhe had been exposedappeared to be
influencing his writing, which became more coherent and exhibited more of the
features of the books he wasexperiencing. He began to make use of more complex
sentences, dialogue and a richer store of vocabulary. As well as improving in
performance in readingand writing,Terry appeared moreeager to take pan in these
activitiesthan he had been at the beginningof the study.
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Mark: A Case Study
Mark liveswithh£S parentswho are both employedas professionals. He has
one younger sister who is in kindergarten. Two years ago the familymoved to their
present home from Albena when Markwasin the secondgrade. Both Mark and his
sister travel daily on the school bus.
Mark isvery interested insports,baseball end hockey. He plays minorhockey
and assumes an active role in any schoolsponsored sport. He is also a member of
a Cub Pack, a branch of The Boy Scouts of America. He likes to watch some
television and play the video system, Nintcndo.
Mark isa verywell adjusted,mature boy who co-operates with hispeers and
teachers. He isenergetic and usually does his best. Hiswork in all subjects is of a
consistently highstandard. For all bisabilities Mark at temptsonlythe required work
and rarely undertakes extra tasks. He is very polite. well behaved and quiet, yet he
takes an active role in his ownlearning by seeking help and advice when needed.
Although reading and writing have not been favourite activities for Mark they have
not been disliked either; they were undertaken because they were expected of him.
He showed no real enthwiasm. Further insights into Mark's development as a
reader and writer were provided throughout the present study by his behaviour and
his written pieces.
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.Bwl.i.ng, Perf orIDilOce an d Behayj our
The res ults of the Gate s MacGinilie R eading Tests administered at the
beginning of th e study indicated that Mark was already reading above grade level
with scores of 5.1 in vocabulary and 5.S in comprehension. The test results at the
end of the stu dy indicated more than expected gains in both vocabulary (.6) and
comprehension (1.7).
Fromthe beginningof the study Mark was interested in the books the teacher
was reading as well as in these suggested for independe nt reading. At first during
read-a loud sessions he would move to the carpet to be closer to the teache r, but as
time went by he tended to stay in his seat. Th is was not a result of diminishing
interest. Instead. he became so involved with the whole programme that he was
attempting to listen and workon some activityat the same time. His oral comments
on the readings gave evidence of his attenti on. In fact he proved to be a profound
thinker, at times asking verystimulating questions. His questions indicated an ability
to infer , apply and re ason. He was ab le to empathize with Joel and his feelings
during the presen tation ofBauer's~. He re lated the tragedy to himself
and considered how he would feel in a similar circumstances. He thoroughly enjoyed
CharlQlles We b (White) , laughingheartily at the humour but becomingquite pensive
about Charlotte 's death . He showed maturity in that at the end he was able to
accept the sp ider's de ath as a natural course of life. He always had opinions on
every literatur e prese ntation and he offered his opinions very seriously. He was
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complete ly involved at all times and his contributions to class discussions were
significant.
Independently, Mark read a total of 71 books. His interest ranged from
picture books to chapte r books and embraced a wide variety of topics. His main
interests at first were books about sports; later, BeverlyCleary'sbooks became an
attraction. These were followed by the Narnia tales of C.S. Lewis. His father
reported. with pleased amazement, a conversation he overheard between Mark and
his friends who we re discussing the writing styles of both these au thors and the
children' s preferences . Mark faithfullyrecorded the titles and authors of the books
he read on his file cards. usually addinga general commentabout each book. His
commentsoften began with the words,"1 liked " sucb as "I liked this beck". Later,
withreference to Preluukys The NewKidon the Block he wrote, "I liked the poems
and the drawings". "It was a nice bookand a loving book", he wrote about Aliki's
The Two of Them "It took a long time to read it. It was funny", he recorded about
Blume's~, and "1did not like the book. It wastoo short", about Hoban's
Harvey's Hideout, AlthoughMark's attitude toward reading wasfairly positivefrom
the beginning,according to hisresponse on the Inventory of Reading Attitude forms
that he completed at the beginning and at the end of the study, his attitude became
even more positive. His answers changed from "no" to "yes" to questions such as
"Does readingmake you feelgood?", "Doyoufeel that reading time is the best part
of the schoolday?", and "Is readingyourfavouritesubject at school?" His responses
to the question, "Do you think that most things are more fun than reading?" also
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indicated a change in a ttitude since he answered "yes" in Septe mber and ' no' in
December at the end of the study.
}yrjting p; rform anc e and Behayio ur
At the beginning of the study, Mark went about his writing assignme ms with
respectful obedience. His unassigned writing pieces were always on the topic of
sports, especially baseball. The following piece was written by Mark early in
September:
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While the mechanicsandstructure aresatisfactc.y there isa lackofcharacterization,
descriptive vocabulary, dialogue, complexsentencesand a good story line.
As a result of hiscontinuedinterest in baseball, and his growing awareness of
authorship, by early October Mark was producing biographies. He wrote the
following on October 15 and later published it as a laminated story.
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This story showed a definite improvement in story structure with a clea r
sett ing, charac terizatio n and coherence. While he demons trated a knowledge of
punctuat ion in the writing of the first story, this lime he included paragraphing and
an attempt was made at dialogue. He ventured the use of interestingadjectivesand
adverbs with the words "excited", "really surprised" and "cheering".
By the middle of October Mark was totally involved in storywritingand often
asked for an extensionof writing time. He no longerwrote because it wasexpected
of him;hewasengrossed in whatwasbecoming almost a passionfor him. Everyday
he wanted a conference to help him through his current stage. Often these
conferences lasted fiveminutes or less. just 10givepermission to goto the computer
to publish,or to help him with some aspect of mechanics or he wanted to read his
story to the class.
As Hallowe'en approachedMark moved fromthe subject of baseball to ghost
stories. He combined haunted houses with Ban Simpson, an infamous T.V.
character, and produced not onlyone story, entitled"Bart Simpson and the Haunted
House",but a sequel called, "BartSimpsonand His Vacation to New Zealand". By
this time he had become totally committed to the literature programme and was
alwaysreading or writing.
In the meantime, Mark had made other attempts at authorship in the form
of poems, letters and journal writing. There were poemsonsnowand poemswritten
in response to various literature selections sueh as the one below written after
hearing Bauer's~:
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After reading Babbit's Iud: Everlasting he began a story entitled 'The Man who
Invented the Fountaio of Youth-. The S<lkje G irl by Susan Coope r and Yagawa's
The Crane Wjfe prompt ed him to write 'The Unicorn Wife-.
By late November Mark had returned to biographies and spcrts with the
writing of an imaginaryautobiography enti tled -Me in the NHL -. He expressed an
Interest in having this story published in the fonn of a type writt en book, but the
sheer length of it (it was five pages long) made it Quite an undertaking for any
volunteer parent. Nevertheless. Mark insisted that his Story be published. The
school secretarywas approached and Mark soon was in possession of a published
copyof -Me in the NHL".
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In earlyDecember Markasked ifwe were soon goingto have someChristmas
stories to read. After hearing several read including Van Alsberg's Ih.e...!.o.lir
~. and independently reading Brigg's Father Christmas and Aubry's~
Christmas Wolf, he wrote two Christmas stories. One is reproduced here:
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While tbis story,since it was meant to be onlya beginning, was much shorter than
many of his other works, it represented the progress Mark had ach ieved. He now
included a novel title, chara cter ization, dia logue, and interesting vocabulary. He
made use of a cliff-hanger ending,indicating that this is really only the beginningof
the story.
An examination of Mark's answers to the questions on the Inventory of
Writing Attitude indicate d a fairly positive attitude toward writing in the beginn ing.
Not only did his atti tude remain positive, but he lat er indicated that he would now
like to become a famous writer. Moreover, he now enjoyed talking to the teacher
about his stories. He also went from being able to name 4 writers in September 10
naming 17 in his postquesticnaaire in December.
Fromthe commencement of the programme Markdemonstrated an interest
in reading andwritingthat blossomed as the programme progressed. His greater
than expected gainsin both voc. oularyand comprehension attested [0 the valueof
the programme in reading for Mark. He became a voracious reader. who was
curiousaboutthe readingchoices of other students for fear of missing a good book.
He progressedfrom being an occasional writerwho wrote onlywhen it was
required of him to one who was always at some stage in the writing process. He
found enjoyment at every stage from composing to publishing, including the
illustrating and sharing.
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Hisstorieswere comprisedof a varietyof topics. His firstwritten storieswere
often baseball play-by-playreports or some other aspect of baseball. Later he tried
biographies as well as stories, using ce rtain literature se lections as direc t models .
Seasona l top ics also became the subject of some writings. More and more of the
conve ntions of good story writing appeare d in his writings and those skills that he
already possessed became more refined. Mark appeared to have discovered a new
joy, a new ability, a whole new way of life in his reading and writing act ivities.
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Chapt er V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
Researchers and educators have actively investigated children's reading and
writing behaviours. Consequently there is an impressive volume of info rmation
available on these two processes. Much of the research focuses on read ing and
writing as skills that are learned in a hierarchy. This be lief has been challenged,
since manyeducators feel that schools still have not produced children who YlWl1 to
read and write. The focus has moved from a skillsapproach to a process approach
using children's literature. The value of a constant exposure to fine litera ture has
beenshownto be tremendous with primaryandpre-school children. There is reason
to believe that elemental) school children could also benefit from more exposure to
good literature. Basal readers, with their controlled vocabulary, do not provide
children with the rich language that they could be experiencing from well written
books. Yet, these basal readers are widely used in our classrooms to leach rear''ng
and provide the model for writing. There is a need 10 de- ..~ - ' tructional
strategies that provide children with the best possible n .J writing
models. This is needed. not just to increase reading achi, c -nr and improve
writing skills, but also to nurrure in children a love of reading and writing. The
present study was an attempt to explore the effect of a literature programme on the
reading and the writing development of elementary school children as well as on the
att itudes of the children toward reading and writing.
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This chapter contains a summary of the study, a discussion of major
conclusions drawn from the study and a number of recommendations for
implementing a literature programmein other regular classrooms.
Summary
This study was undertaken to investigate the effect of a planned literature
programme on the reading and writing achievements of the members of a fourth
grade classas wellas on their attitudes to both of these processes. The programme
consisted of read-aloud sessions, the provision for independent read ing time.
opportunities for creative response to the literature selections and free writing
sessions. The 29 children spent from one 10two hOUTS daily on these activities for
a period of fourteen weeks.
Four questions fundamental to this study were:
Willdaily exposure to fine children's literature enhance
children's reading vocabularyand improve their reading
comprehension?
2. Willdaily Involvement with quality children's literature
increase student's enjoyment and their desire to read?
3. Will daily experiencewith good literature help students
develop their writing abilities both in the area of
composing and in the area of the mechanicsof writing'?
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4. Will daily exposure to fine literature increase both
students' desire to write and thei r enjoyment of writing?
The answers to these questions, based on standardized test results.observations of
the teacher , writing samples produced by the students, and opinions expressed by
both children and parents, were presented in detail in Chapter IV and are now
out lined briefly below:
1. wm daily exposure tQ fine children' s Iiteralllre enha nce cbjldreo·:.i.....Iad.iD.
vocabulary and improve the ir reading comp re hension?
The Gates MacGinitie Reading Test, Level D, Form 1 was administered as a
pretest while Form 2 of the same test was administere d as a posttest. The results
revealed mean gains of 0.7 in vocabulary and 0.9 in comprehension. These gains
were bette r than expected in a three and one half mont h period . The mean sco res
in both vocabulary and comprehension were below grade level in Sep tember. While
the mean score in vocabulary was still below grade level in Decemb er, it was at grade
level in comprehension. An examinat ion of the individual scores revealed that 14
childre n did not make gains in one of.ri1.bn vocabulary .Q.[ comprehensi on. Twe nty
five of the 29 children , however, made gains in comprehension. The maxircum gain
in vocabulary was 2.8 years while that in comprehe nsion was 3.8 years . These resul ts
appear to be evidence that exposure to quality children's lite rature will enhance
students' re ading vocabulary and comprehension since the gains in both areas were
grea ter tha n expected.
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2. wm daily involvement with quality children's lite ratur e increase students'
en joyment and thej r de sire to read?
The children in this study were always anxious to listen to the literatu re
present ations and they did so attentively. The ir spontaneous comments and questions
attested to the ir complete involvement . They enthusiastically responded to the
literature programme through art, drama or writing. Many children reread books
that had been read aloud and sought other books by authors who had been
introduced to them thro ugh read-aloud sessions. The level of difficulty of the books
read independently increased as the study progressed. The children often pleaded
for more reading time in class and chose to read outside designated times both at
school and at home.
3. WjI1 dajly experience wjth good Uteramre help students develop thei r writing
abilities both in the area of composing and in the area of the mechanics of writing?
An analysis of the children's writing samples taken at the beginning, middle and
end of the study indicated a trend towards improvement in both areas of writing.
The children became more articulate as they incorporated into their own writing the
complex language and rich vocabulary of the literature to which they had been
exposed. Their stories became more structured in that there appeared to be a
conscious inclusion of such things as appropri ate dialogue, more coherent plots,
descriptive settings and bette r developed characters. Mechanics of writing, such as
punctua tion and capital letters, improved. There was a much more frequent use of
quota tion marks and proper paragraph ing.
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4. w m daily enlOmre to fine Iiteratme increase bmh students' desire tQ write and
their enjoyment of writing?
At first some children experienced great difficultyin gettingstarted while others
wroteveryshort pieces. As the studyprogressed fewerchildren experienced difficulty
andsome writing pieces were pages long. Manychildren choseto write sequelsand
chapters to sto ries. They dema nded more in-class writing time and often wo rked at
home by choice. They clamoured to have their stories published. making heavy
demands on both the available computers and the teacher's time to assist in editing
and laminating, Theyeagerlyawaitedthe return of their storieswhen theywere sent
10 the parent publishers to be typed, regularly inquiring, "Is my story back yet?".
After work in other subject areas wascompleted. the children worked at illustrating
their stories. No time was wasted. Every spare moment was utilized.
Conclusions
The present study examined the effect of a literat ure progranune implemented
in a fourth grade classroom for a 14 week period. The study revealed that the
progranune, consisting of read -aloud sessions. independent reading time and
participation in literature related activities fostered the children's desire to both read
and write. It also indicated that participation in such a programme improved the
quality of both their reading and writing.
To effectively implement such a programme a number of conditions utust be
met. Access to a substantial supplyof qu-Hty books. appropriate for the children for
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whom they are intended. is imperative. These books must be displayed in an inviting
manner so that the children are attracted to them. The children. once att racted to
the books, need a comfortable area to relax while perusing the books. Time is then
needed- lime to read, time to share , time to listen a nd lime to participate in creative
activities. Materials for writing, publishing , a nd dramatizing must be readily ava ilable
for the children's indepe ndent use. The teacher must assume an active role in
making sure the children are exposedto the contentsof books that are too good to
be missed. These hooks must be read aloud, either in their entirety or in part .
Books and authors must also be discussed by the teache r with the class so that the
children are made aware of the existence of such fine literatur e. Attractively
displaying the literature is not enough, however. It is also important in the
implementation of a programme such as this one that the teacher become a good
role model by knowing titles and authors and by being seen as a reader too. If the
teache r's love and enthusiasm for books are obvious, they may become contagious
for the children.
The literature pro gramme in this study was limited to fourteen weeks. In that
period the children mad e average reading gains of 0.7 months in vocabulary and 0.9
months in comprehe nsion. They also made considerab le gains in their writing
developme nt, as described in detail in Chapter IV. It appears logical to believe that
children exposed to such a programme for a longer period of time would continue
to make gains in read ing and writing. It also appears logical to conclude that
children would become increasingly inte rested in books and the desire to read
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independently would be fostered in more and more children. Such a progr..mme,
then, would not only teach children~ to read but would instill in them the~
to read. Ideally, such a programmeshould not he somethingwhichis implemented
foronlya short period of timewith somechildren, but, instead, shouldbe part of the
basic curriculum for.all children for the whole school year.
Recommendations
No study can provide absolute answers to questions. The findings of this
investigation,however,do provide strongevidenceof thevalueofchildren'sliterature
in the areas of reading and writing. Some questions still remain unanswered.
Because of this the following recommendanons are made:
1. It is recommended that thisstudy be replicated usinga controlgroup.
2. It is recommended that a similar studybe conductedusing older children,
especiallythose whocarry negative altitudes toward reading and writing.
3. It is recommended that a similar study be used for a longer period of time,
possibly a full year.
4. It is recommended that longitudinalstudies be conducted to determinewhether
children who make significant gainsin readingand writingretain those gainswith
the pati ing of years.
5. It is recommended that the studybe replicated, but in the second half of the
school year rather than at the beginning, to allow for the students' previously
acquired knowledge to becomemore activated than it may have been in this
study.
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APPENDIX A
Patte rn of A chjevement in Percent j!e Ra nks From 1975 10 1'l8L
for Grade 4 Students jn Newfound land and Labrador
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Years 1975 1978 1981 1984 1987
Vocabulary 31 38 41 30 36
Reading 36 40 48 38 41
Comprehension
Language 40 43 49 42 44
Work-Study 41 45 50 39 <l
Mathematics 45 45 45 47 47
Composite 38 42 46 38 42
SOURCE, Blagdon, RJ. (1987). Tes ting Standards Grade 4. 1987, Department
of Education. Government of Newfoundland and Labrador.
APPENDIX B
Canadian Test of Basic Skills
A chjeyement Grade 8 J9B6 and 1989
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SOURCE: Department of Educntion, (1990).~ 14 No. 2.
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APPEN DIX C
Inve ntory of R eadjni!' Attitude
Name:. _
Directions: The teacher reads the que stions to the student.
The stud ent circles his answ er.
1. Do you like to read before you go to bed? y" No
2. Are you int erested in what other people read? y " No
3. Do you like to read when mother and father y" No
are reading?
4. Is reading your favou rite subject at school? y " No
5. If you could do anything you wanted 10 do,
would read ing be o ne of the things you would
choose to do? Yes No
6. Do you think that you are a good reade r for
your age? Yes No
7. Do you like to rea d catalogues? Yes No
8. Do you think that most thingsare more fun
than readin g? Yes No
9. Do you like to rea d aloud for other children
at scbool? Yes No
10.Do you like to tell stories? Yes No
11. Do you like to read the newspaper ? Yes No
12. Do you like to read all kinds of books at school? Yes No
13. Do youlike to answer questionsabout things you
have read? Yes No
164
14. Doyou like to talk ~JoUI books you have read? Ves No
15. Doesreading make you feel good ? Ves No
16. Do you feel that read ing time is the DeS!
part of the school day? Ves No
17. Do you find it hard 10 write abou t what you
haveread? Ves No
18. Would you like to have more books to read ? Yes No
19. Do you like to act out stories that you have
read in books? Yes No
20. Do you like to take read ing tests? Yes No
SOURCE: Stro ng, E. (1978). The use of childre n's literature t Q (oster posjtiye
rea d;"r attjtlJdcs in primary child ren wi th rea ding diffig!! tjes.
Unpublished internship report, Memorial Universityof Newfoundland.
SLJOM'S.
APPE NDIX D
Inventory of Writing Attitude
Name :
Directions: The tea cher reads the questions to the stu dent.
The student circles his answer.
l. Do you like writing stories? Yo> No
2. Do you like to be told about what to write? Yo> No
3. Do you prefer to be allowe d to write what
you want to write? Yo> No
4. Do you think you are a good writer for
your age? Yo> No
5. Would you like to be a famous writer? Yo> No
6. Do you get he lp from your friends when
you write? Yo> No
7. Do you like to talk 10 the teacher about
yourstorywhile you are writing? Yo> No
8. Do you let books you have read helpyou
in your writing? Yo> No
9. Do you read your own stories for enjoyme nt? Yo> No
10. Do you read your friend's stories for fun? Yo> No
1L Do you like to read your ownstories 10
others? Yo> No
12. Do you like for ot hers to read your
stories? Yo> No
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13. Do you reread you ~ own stories while
you are wr:!;ng them to try to improve
them? Yes No
14. Do your stories COntain much conversation
betwee n the charact ers? Yes No
., Doyou illustrate your own stories? Yes No
16. Does writing a story make you feel good? Yes No
17. Doyou write long or sha n stories? Long Shor t
l B. Which is more important to a story; (1) (2)
(1) the ideas. char acters a nd the story
itself or
(2) the proper spelling, capita l lette rs,
periods and so on?
19. Which do you thi nk about when you write? (1) (2)
20. Name as manywriters as you can.
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APPE NDIX E
Boo ks Read Aloud
Aliki,(1979). The two of th em. New York: Greenwillow Boo ks.
Bau er, M. D. (1986).~. New York: Dell .
Barr ett, J. (1978). CIQudywith a chance of me atballs. New York: At heneu m.
Bell ingham, B. (1985). Two pa«:D!s too many. New York : Scholas tic.
Blume, J. (1971).~. New York: Four Winds.
Blume. J. (1m). Ta les of a founh grade oOlhjng. New York : Dutton.
Briggs, R. (1970). Jim and the b!;aDStalk. New York: Coward McCann.
Buscaglia, L (1982). The fall pf Fre ddy the leaf. New Jersey: Henry Hollen .
Byars, B. ( 1977).~. New York: Harper and Row.
Charlip, R. (1972). What good luck l What bad luck' New Yor k: Scholastic.
Cleary, B. (1975). fu'OnDI! the brav e. New York: Dell.
Collins. M. (1985). The wjllow maiden. New York: Dial.
Coer r, E. (1917). Sadako and the thousand paper cranes. New York: Dell.
Coope r, S. (1986).~. New York: Macmillan.
DePaola T. (1981). Nnw one foo! fl OW the other. New York: Putman.
DeP aola T . (1973). Nana upstairs Nana downstairs. New York: Pu tman .
Flei schman, S. (1974). Th e ghost on SalUrday night. New York: Scholastic.
Gackenbach , D. (1977). Ham and the lerr jbls what zit. New York: Scholastic.
Hu nter, B. T. (1983) . With lpve from Boo ky. New York: Scholastic.
Ike, J. and Zimmerman. B. (1982). A Japansss fa jD' ta1s. New Yor k: Frede rick
Warne.
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Keats, E. J. (1962).~. New York : Viking.
lewis, C.S. (1955). The magician's nep hew. New York: Macmillan.
Lewis, C.S. (1 950). The linn the witch and the wa[~. New York: Macmillan .
Lindgren, A. (1950). Pippy Lo ng§tockjng. New York: Viking.
Little , J. (1972). .£mm.AJlD.il. New York: Harper and Row.
MacLachlan, P. (1985). Sarah plain and tall, New York: Harper and Row.
Maru ki, T. (1980). Hiroshima no pika. New York: Tethrop.
Myers. B. (1985). Sjdpey Re1!a and the glass sneaker, New York: Macmillan.
Ob ed E. B. (1988). Borrowed black, St. John's: Breakwa te r.
Parish, P. (1963). Amelia Bed elia. New York: Scholastic.
Pinkwater, D.M. (1975).~. New York: Putman.
Silverstein, S. (1964).~. New York: Harper and Row.
Uchida. Y. (1988). The faithful elephants. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
Va n Allsberg, C. (1979). The garden of Abdul Gasazj. Boston : Hou ghton Mifflin.
Van Nlsberg, C. (1983). The wreck of the Zephyr. Bosto n: Houghton Mifflin.
Va n Nlsberg, C. (1985 ). The pQlar express. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
Van A1lsberg , C. (1988) . 1l.lm.imii. Boston: Ho ughton Mifflin .
Va n Allsberg, C. (1988).~. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
v torst, J. (1972). Alexa nder and the te rri hle horri ble no good very bad day. Ne w
York: Macmillan.
Whit e, E. B. (1952). Charlotte's web. New York: Scho lastic.
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Williams, M. (1983). The velveteen rabbit. New York: Holt. Rinehart and
Winston.
Yashima, T. (1955).~. New York: Viking.
Yorinks, A (1986).~. New York: Farra, Strauss and Giroux.
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APPENDIX F
BOOKS OF POETR Y PRESENTED
Arbuthnot, M, H., Roo t. S. L . Jr. (Eds.) (1968). TIme for poetry. (Jrd ed.). New
York: Scott Foresman,
Ahlberg , A. (1983). Please MI1i Butler. New York: Puffin.
Behn, H. (1964).~. New York: Harcourt.
de Regnie rs, B. S., Moore . E . and Whi: \ M. M. (Eds.) (1969). Poem:; children wi!!
~. New York: Scholas tic.
Fisher. A. (1963). Cricket in a thicket, New York: Scribner.
Fisher, A. (1973).~. Glendale, Californi a: Nelson .
Lee, D. (1974).~. Toronto : Macmillan.
Lee, D. (1977). Garbage delight. Toronto: Macmillan .
Lee . D. (1983).~. Toronto: Macmillan.
Milne, A. A. (1970). Now we are six. New York: Dell .
Prelutsky, J. (1984).~~. New York: Scholastic.
Prelutsky, J. (Ed.) (1983). The Random Ho yse hOQk of poelry for children, New
York: Random House .
Silverstein, S. (1974). Where Ibe sidel,\dlk en ds. New York: Harper a nd Row .
Squi res, T. (1970).~~. SI. John's: Creative Publishers.
Stevenson, R. L. (1951). Acbild's gard en of verses. New York: Western Publishing,
Co.
Swede , G. (1984).~. Toronto: Three Trees Press.
Wallace, D. (1979).~. New York : Holiday House.
APPENDIX G
POEMS PRE SENTED Dl IRING READ.ALOrID SESSION S
Aldis. D. "On a snowydar .
Allen, M. L "First snow".
Anonymo us. 'Th ree ghoslesses".
Anonymous. "Ghoulies and ghosties'',
Asberon. S. "Echo",
Beh n, H. "Ghosts· ,
Bennett, R. "w hen you talk to a monkey".
Ben nett. R. "Motor ca rs",
Brown, W. M. "Gramps ".
Cane, M. "Snow toward evening".
Chute. M. "Snowflakes",
Carnell, C. G. "Earthworm",
Eastwick, 1.0 . ' Snow in spring".
Farje on, E. "Mrs. Peck-pigeon".
Fisher, A. "Skins",
Hale s. B. M. "Sidewalk measles",
Hearn, E. "Seeings and hearings".
Hoberman. M. A. "Brother".
Hobe rman, M. A. "Hello and good-by".
Lear , E. "Ther e was an old man from Peru".
17 1
Livingsto n, M.e. "For a bird",
Livingston , M.e. "Winter and summer",
Malam, C. "Stearnshovel".
McCord, D. "The grasshopper".
Mcc ord. D. "The pickery fence",
Merriam. E. "Satellite, satellite",
Milne. A.A. "The more it snows".
Morriso n, L "Th e sidewalk racer".
Noyes. A. "Daddy fell into the pond".
Reeves, J. "The old wife and the ghost".
Richards, L.E. "Elete lephony".
Richa rds, L.E. 'The monkeys and the crocodile".
Richards, LE. 'Th e owl and the pussycat ".
Sandburg, C. "Fat.
Trachuk, J. "Ghosts".
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APPENDIXH
BOOK-TAPE KITS USED IN THE LlTERAIl JRE PROGRAMME
Bellingham, 8 . (1985). Two parent s too many. New York: Scholas tic.
Blume. J. (1980).~. New York: Dutton.
Coerr, E. (1977). SadakQ and the thQusand pape r cranes. New York: Dell .
Hall, L. (1973).~. New York: Scholastic.
Hunter . B. (19B3). With love from Booky. New York: Scholastic.
Smith. 0 .8. (1973). A taste of blac!;bcrrj es. New York: Crowell.
Walt Disney Productions (1970). The haunted mansion. New York: Western
Publishing.
White. E.B. (1952). Charlotte 's web. New York: Scholast ic.
Williams.M. (1983). The velveteen rabbit. New York: Holt, Rinehart and wtnsron.
APPENDIX I
YIDEQ.C ASSEITES l lSED IN TH E UIERAl1 JRE PROGRAMME
Cleary, B. Ramoua the brave.
Grahamc, K. The wjnd in the wjllows.
Lewis, C.S. The lion the witch and the wardro be ,
White, E .B.~.
Williams, M. The vel )',!e," rabbjt.
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Photographs of the Classroom Environment
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Pho toi raphs Taken During Writing Sessions
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APPENDIX P
pa rc:ntQ\l e5!iQonajre for Readj ng
Deur Parents,
Your child has been involved in a lite ra ture based programme since September.
Would you kindly help me evalua te the succe ss or lack of succes s of the programme
by answering the following:
1. My child has been reading more this te rm. Yes No Not Sure
2. Mychild appears to enjoy read ing book s more
this te rm. Yes No Not Sure
3. My child wants to spend more moneyon books. Yes No NOl Sure
4. My child talks more about school this term . Yes No Not Sure
5. My childwants to share a book with me more
this year than othe r yea rs. Yes No Not Sure
Please write any comment you wish to make. or anything thai would help me
determine the value of the programme, one way or the other.
Thank youverymuchfor your time and co-operation.
Yours sincerely,
Marian Hayden
APPENDIXQ
Parent Questionnaire for Writing
Dear Parents,
Your child has been involved in a litera ture based programme since Septe mber .
Would you kindly help me evaluate the success or lack of success of the
programme by answering the following:
1. My child is writing more stories.
2. My child wants to share the written
stories with usat home.
Yes No Not Sure
Yes No Not Sure
3. My child has shown other family member s
his/her written work. y" No Not Sure
4. My child appea rs to go to school happier . y" No Not Sure
5. My child appea rs to enjoy writing stories
more this term. y" No Not Sure
Please write any comment you wish to make, or anyth ing that would help me
determine the value of the programme, one way or the othe r.
Yours sincerely,
Marian Hayden
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J , n er to SChoo l Board R equ esting r em jssjon to Con dyct the Smdy
::T. PHILIP'S ELEMENTAHY 8GHO(IL
I' . •\ . I Il ' l llt!'
P l-i n:: ipil l
B. Du r dl e
vt c e- Ps-t ne t pe t
BOX 2 !1n . R .R . U f
S Y. r IIlLLIP·S. c /o P R R n Ol S E P . O.
NElI.JFOUNOLRND. AlL l e ! Phon e
8 9 5 - : ~l.d ;"
Apr il 24 , 1 990
Hr . Wll liam Lee , Sup t .
Ava lon Conso lidated
Scho o l BO.il.t'd
St . J ohn 's , NF
DeAr Hz: . Lee:
As par't of the requ ireme nt f or : he H. Ed . pr oqr a lllll1e 1n Cur r icul um
a nd I ns tructi on a t Hemor i a l Un ivers ity o f Newfoundland, I a m
pl a nn i ng t o co nd uct a study wI t h my Gr a de f our s t udents a t t his
s c!l.ool. The s tudy is d e s igne d t o i mple me n t and eva l ua t e a
li t e r a t ur e- ba s ed l a ngua ge ar ts pr ogra mme.
I alii, t her ef or e , ae k ing your permi ss i on t o allo,,", me to c ond uct
this s tUdY. I t han k you in adva nce I n antic l pa ' : l on of your
co ns en t .
Your s t ruly,
Mar i a n Hayden
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I,tter from Schgo! Bp ani G raming Permission 'o Cond uct the 50ldy
• :Tii.(1".!." ('.",.~o.d,Skol9\""",
! ~ P.O. BOX 1980. ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND Ate 5RS
-;...... i "'''0 1!:;.EPHQNE (709) 754-0110 FAX(709) 7SJ.0122
~"'f1'~
!ia:w In, 1990
xr e • Marian Havden
St . Philio's El emenut"V
lInx 290. R. R. , 1
s e , Phl l1o '8, N'F
AIL ICI
Dear Mrs. Bardin :
! vish to reph to your request to administer a ~ulS t lonnl.lre t o a
,.= l e tlUIllb e r of Itudlru::s at St . Philip'. !lclllentar:v.
I hav e re viewed th e purpO!l'" of "'our erc t eec , t he ' r.JDl e pu 'en t
permi ss ion fOmJ nld th e qUl!lcionnalre to be uald and find nocllinl!: i n
d t her t o which I would eb t eee,
On be half of th e !loa rd , t he n fore , permi s s i on is rrln ted and I Ilil'h Vc'lU
eyu ·... succes s 1n :-rout' reaearcb.
Yours t ru l " .
La. Tulk,
Ass i s t ant Suuerlntenden t .
FRT/ r t
c , e , Hr. Paul Houu. Pr incipa l




